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Members attending the Special General Meeting on February 5 were
unanimous in their determination to have the Club located in its
own quarters.
President Jarvis revealed that the St. George's Society had rejected
the Club's offer to purchase 14 Elm Street, and had placed the
building on the open market. He speculated that this might have
been done to check the reasonableness of the offer that was made
by the Club. However, the Club's price was based, he said, on
an evaluation made by the real estate firm now handling the sale
for the Society.
The Club's building fund stands at about $500,000 and, to increase
that, the Executive has established a Fund Raising Committee and
an Advisory Committee consisting of the following members: Allan
Burton, A.J. Casson, Floyd Chalmers, Spencer Clark, Kenneth Clarke,
Arthur Gelber, Lyman Henderson, Peter Large, Norman McMurrich,
Joseph Potts, James Spence and Bryan Vaughan.
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FREE TRADE

The Fund Raising Committee has been asked to develop ways the money
might be raised; the Advisory Committee will look into the possibility of establishing a Charitable Foundation so that tax receipts
can be given to donours.

Also, the Executive has appointed a special committee to study
the issue of negotiability of the commercial aspects of Canada's
cultural activities in the upcoming discussions relating to trade
between Canada and the United States.
The Committee, composed
of Norman McMurrich, as interim chairman, Arthur Gelber, Lyman
Henderson, Ernest Sirluck, Ruddi Stucci and Jack Carr, as
secretary, will determine whether the Club can or should establish
a position or positions on the subject. They will do this by discussion within the Committee, by debate open to all members, or
by other means that the Committee might consider applicable.
It
will report its position or positions to the Executive for consideration of ways to present such views to the government and/or
parliament.
It will then be put before Club members for discussion
and comment.
In the meantime, any member wishing to pass views
along to the committee should contact Jack Carr.
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FIREWOOD WANTED

There's nothing quite like spending a few minutes around our
blazing hearth. Unfortunately, the Club has run out of firewood
and old boxes and cartons won't do. We need logs suitable for
our generous fireplace. If you would like to donate a supply for
the rest of this and next winter, check with our Steward.

MEMBERSHIP

The Membership Committee is pleased to report that 43 new members
have been welcomed into the Club since last September. The health
and vitality of the Club depends on our ability to attract new
members and we are all responsible for inviting 'Clubable' men
and women to join us.
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If you are proposing someone for membership and are in doubt about
the qualifications for the various categories of membership, feel
free to consult with a member of the Committee:
John Lytle
(Chairman), John Morrow, Norman McMurrich, Jack Carr, Jay Manning,
David Franco, Chris Adeney, Donald Sutherland, Jim Dingwall and
Dan Needles.
Incidentally, many of us forget how awkward it can be for a new
member trying to get acquainted. The best person to make introductions and a pleasant fuss is the new member's sponsor.
If
you've recently proposed a new member, be sure to invite him or
her for lunch and make some introductions. Your efforts can mean
the difference betwen a member who rarely uses the Club facilities
and a regular Club participant.
A series of five LAMPS luncheons is being planned for the week
of April 7 - 11. Each lunchon will be devoted to a LAMPS
discipline and will provide an opportunity to 'show off' the
diversity of interests this Club has to offer.
Please plan to
attend as many of these Luncheons as you can and bring along
potential members. Please also ensure that your nominee who
recently joined the Club attends. Additional information with
respect to these luncheons will be circulated shortly.

NEW MEMBERS

William Langstroth, professional, is a photographer and TV
producer who likes to play the 5-string banjo, guitar and the bass
viola. He would be interested in performing and participating.
Audrey Matheson, professional, is a graduate of the Ontario College
of Art.
She began her career as a book illustrator but moved to
teaching art. She has had 10 solo exhibitions and now paints full
time in her home studio.
Ann James, professional, is an artist who has worked in New York
and taught at the Bayview Secondary School.
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Pamela Brook, non-resident, is an actress living in New York. She
spent five years with the Stratford Festival, has played on and
off Broadway, in various parts of Canada and in Australia.
John Sterne, non-resident, is a member of the Faculty of Music,
Talbot College, University of Western Ontario. He is interested
in contemporary Canadian high-realism prints.
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Georgette Corrie, member, is a freelance writer interested in music,
literature and visual arts. She would like to be involved with the
Spring Revue.

)

John Inglis, professional, is a teacher at the Ontario College of
Art and a member of the Canadian Society of Painters in Water
Colours.
Donald Clarke, professional, is a retired professor but still
associated with the Department of Physiology at the U/T. His hobby
is gliding (motorless aircraft).
Mary Gale, member, is a past president of the University Women's
She has expressed an interest
Club and several other organizations.
in being a part of the activities committee.
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Ruth Tulving, RCA, professional, is an artist (and someone has
said "an interesting and engaging lady") who wishes to be involved
with the art committee.
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Kathleen Kritzwiser, professional, is a feature writer and art
critic with the Globe and Mail and well known to a number of our
members.
Pat Fairhead, professional, is an artist whose next exhibition

___ ---

will be at the Roberts Gallery from April 23 to May 3, and whose

-

most recent showing was at the McGill Club Art Gallery last
November.

S]/
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Zora Buchanan, professional, has had five years' experience
the
in
interested
is
She
painting.
years'
graphic arts and six

theatre, marionettes and ballet.

Albert Bowren, non-resident, lives in Lisle, Ontario and is a
library planner. His hobbies are painting, hiking and bicycling.
Bernice Starkman, professional, is a full-time artist and sculptor
who recently had a solo exhibition and has been represented in
a number of group shows.
Greg Hindle, non-resident, is an artist and fine-art instructor
living in Loretto, Ontario. He has had a number of exhibitions.

MAKING YOUR
OWN INTRODUCTION

Here's a story that will be told in New York's Salmagundi Club
It's about David Skene-Melvin and Leon Warmski:
for years to come.
"We
David stood at the Salmagundi bar, turned to Leon and said:
subseand
corner
a
into
drinks
have a choice. We can take our
quently go into the dining room and spend the evening talking to
"Or",
He paused and took a long pull from his beer.
ourselves."
he continued, "I can embarrass you."
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Without waiting for an answer, he turned and faced the room. At
one table, a group of three men and three women sat talking and
drinking. At another table, a lady and two men were deep in
conversation.
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In a loud voice reminiscent of his days controlling battalions
on the parade square, David announced:
"Ladies and gentlemen,
if I may have your attention, please. What I am about to do may
be infra dig, but I beg your indulgence. I am David Skene-Melvin
and my companion is Leon Warmski. We are members of the Arts and
Letters Club of Toronto visiting New York and are here this
evening to take advantage of the reciprocal membership that exists
between our respective clubs."
The result for David and Leon was to be welcomed into the bosom
of the Salmagundi Club of New York and to spend one of the most
enjoyable evenings of their respective lives.
The Salmagundi is the premier arts and letters (in a generic sense)
club in the United States. Among its members it has (and has had)
the foremost practitioners within the cultural spectrum of the
United States.
Housed in one of the last remaining Fifth Ave. brownstones, the
club boasts, downstairs in the basement, a large billiards room,
a drinking lounge, and a dining room in the style of a colonial
tavern. The first floor is taken up by a splendiferous lounge
that runs the length of the building. Upstairs is the club's
library, one of the finest collections on American art, and above
that a gallery wherein are exhibitions open to the public. Hanging
down the magnificent stairwell is a stupendous chandelier. The
Salmagundi only serves dinner Monday through Friday; it does not
do lunches.
David and Leon were made to feel that they were in their own Club.
They heartily recommend to any members who may be in New York to
put aside one evening to have dinner at our sister institution.
The history of the Salmagundi Club brought back by David and Leon
has been added to the library.
And what were David and Leon doing in New York?
They were there
to attend the annual dinner of The Baker Street Irregulars, the
Martha Hudson Memorial Breakfast, and the William Gillette Memorial
Luncheon, and generally to enjoy themselves on a Sherlockian weekend in the literary ambience of the Algonquin Hotel.

REVIEWS

Minds on the Move, Nov.12
Peter Hermant is to be congratulated
on 'bagging' Dr. Francis Jackson for his Minds on the Move
Luncheon on November 12.
Dr. Jackson, now approaching a healthy
three score years and ten, is one of England's finest church
musicians; his place in musical history is assured. A modest man,
he spoke with great charm about his life at York Minster, first
as a chorister under that ogre whose plenitude of asperity was
notorious, Sir Edward Bairstow, and then as organist and master
of the choristers.
Such luncheon gatherings at 14 Elm Street are

an enrichment of life.
Guest Night, Dec.18 Once again the December Guest Night was
celebrated with the singing of Christmas Carols and it would be
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difficult to think of a finer setting for this occasion than our
Great Hall decorated, as usual, in its Christmas finery supplied
by artist members. At the conclusion of the dinner, Ken Jarvis
gave an interesting account of the influence of ancient Norse
customs on our manner of celebrating Christmas. Then Jay Manning,
as Master of Ceremonies, took over and, with Stan King at the
piano, the assembly sang many of its favourite carols. In between
the singing, David Fry read excerpts from Dickens' Christmas Carol
and new member Ron Ross gave a fine rendition of '0 Holy Night'.
The evening ended as usual with the singing of 'The First Noel'.
Boar's Head Dinner, Dec.20
In all its usual splendour, the Boar's
Head Dinner took place on December 20. The format was the same
but one notable precedent was established in this most traditional
of Club events by the presence of several lady members who lent
the occasion added elegance. During and after dinner the Club
Choir, directed by Malcolm McGrath and with Stan King at the piano,
sang carols culminating with 'The First Noel' sung by the entire
assemblage. After dinner we were treated to a brief dramatic
presentation, 'A Visit from St. Nicholas', written by Doug Omand
and given by Gail Robinson, Katie Hermant, John Lytle and Peter
Hart under the direction of Ted Brock. It is with regret that
we must report that, for the first time in many years, Bill Shelden
was absent from the Procession. However, we are glad to note
that he was present at the dinner and that Gerry Sevier, who
replaced him as Jester, did an excellent job.
,IIBRARY NOTES

All small libraries have their own methods of filing materials
on shelves, and the Arts & Letters Club library is no exception.
As a largely self-service library, it has been arranged to match
the basic topics of interest to Club members: literature, architecture, music, painting, sculpture (and stage). Sections on
these topics are arranged in the two alcoves holding the approximately 2,500 volumes of the collection. In addition, there are
sections on Reference Materials, Periodicals, Canadiana and
Miscellaneous.

,

In the latter can be found the highly useful sub-

section on Clubs.

cf

The topics of History and Biography are dealt with in terms of
the above subject groupings, so that searching for something about

a particular person or event means linking that person or event
with the area of artistic work that is involved.
In time, a
subject index to the collection might avoid the difficulty of
pinpointing what the person did or what the event referred to.
The largest section is Canadiana, since this contains items that
have been written on Canadian topics not included in the LAMPS
sections.
S\/
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order to keep the collection of a topical value, it is necessary

to add new material as it appears. In the past few years such
additions have been concentrated on the area of Club members'
own productions, and particularly the work of Club painters,
musicians and writers. We are fortunate that, through donations,
there have been many important acquisitions.
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It is to be hoped that new members to the Club will provide copies
of their works for the collection.
Such donations are warmly
welcomed by the Library Committee, and the Librarian is available
to discuss donations at all times.
The Second Annual Library Book Swap is to be held next month.
In 1985 the Library received as gifts 78 items that now form part
In addition, it received a considerable number
of the collection.
Since these were not
of duplicates of Canadian and other works.
a Book Table on
out
on
go
required in the collection they will
on the
patterned
event
March 14 at the lunchtime book swap--an
one held in March 1985.
This year the Book Swap will be held at 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. in
the Great Hall. Members who wish to pick up any of the available
books on the table must contribute two for every one they take
away. The contributed books will be reviewed first by the Library
Committee in order to secure items needed in the collection, and
the remaining items will be held for yext year. All contributed
They may be
books must be given in before 12 noon on March 14.
left for the Librarian at any time. A record system will ensure
access to the Swap for all donours. Members are asked to help
build up the collection, and enjoy a good book lunch--by attending
the Swap on March 14.
. Michael Bliss is not impressed with the first volume of Company
of Adventurers, the Hudson's Bay Company story by Peter Newman.
Michael's review appears in the February issue of Report on
Business, a copy of which is on the magazine rack.
. Non-resident member T.M. Bailey was chairman of publication
for the new pictorial book published by the Head-of-the-Lake
Historical Society, Hamilton. Entitled Around and About Hamilton,
the printing of 2,000 books was sold out within two weeks. A
second edition is planned. The late Charles Carter helped Mel
in the early stages of the book.
. Ivor Lewis, past-president (1936-38) and Club member
extraordinaire, is one of the many Canadians of Welsh origin
mentioned in a new book by Carol Bennet, In Search of the Red
The author quotes Herbert
Dragon, subtitled The Welsh in Canada.
Whittaker's 1954 review of the Club's performance of The Chester
Ivor played the old king to perfection. The part
Mysteries.
of the young king was played by Ivor's nephew, John Watson, who
recently rejoined the Club. A copy of the book is on display
behind the round table.
. The Bootmakers of Toronto, Canada's national Sherlockian society,
a literary fellowship, will be holding 'A Weekend in Toronto with
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Sherlock Holmes' June 19 - June 22.
David Skene-Melvin is organizing the event, and has arranged for
the speakers to attend the Club for lunch on Friday, June 20.
"It would be nice if a good turnout of members is
Says David:
Please note the date on
on hand to make these guests welcome."
your calendar.

I
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. One of the most interesting of recently published books is The
Globe and Mail's Shocked and Appalled. Club Archivist Ray Peringer
checked the book's index of letter writers against our list of
past and present members and found that the letters of 17 members
were of sufficient interest to merit inclusion. Deceased members
Donald Creighton, Merrill Denison, Sir Wyly Grier,
included:
A.Y. Jackson, Gilbert Jackson, Main Johnson, Arthur Lismer, J.E.H.
MacDonald, Sir Ernest MacMillan, Peter McArthur, Marshall McLuhan,
Godfrey Ridout, B.K. Sandwell and Arthur Stringer. Present members
Robertson Davies, Hugh Hood and John Sanderson. J.E.H.
include:
MacDonald's defence of his painting titled The Tangled Garden
(denounced by Saturday Night art critic Hector Charlesworth) is
"MacDonald's defence
of special interest. An editor's note says:
the spokesman
became
he
that
received
of his work was so well
to become the
were
who
artists
the
as
for the 'Algonquin Group'
Group of Seven were then known."

LIMERICKS AS
PART OF CLUB
CONVERSATIONS

Increasingly these days we are hearing members quoting limericks
Monty Larkin is one of the
(followed by loud laughter).
raconteurs and we persuaded him to put two of them down on paper.
The first is by Mavor Moore:
The art loving Bishop of Truro
Kept a nude by Renoir in his bureau
Said he 'tisn't smut
That engrosses me but
Nineteenth century chiaroscuro.
The second limerick is by Monty:
A randy professor named Quandom
Chose his lady and gent friends at random,
You may think said he it's promiscuity
But de gustibus non est disputandum!

-_

.

And while we're on the subject of verse, Doug Omand wrote to
the Globe and Mail recently about "scientist camped on tundra
Doug had a suggestion:
seeking polar bear repellant."
There are strange things done 'neath the midnight sun
if the poet tells us true:
The incendiary spree of Sam McGee
And the shooting of Dan McGrew.
But stranger far 'neath the Polar Star
In Aurora's frosty glare
Is the curious way the biologists say
They use to attract a bear.

I

Now the polar bear is away up there as a very irascible beast.
But he'll easily cotton to that which is rotten:
Beluga, long deceased.
If it's mixed with horse, just the fat, of course,
And burned in appropriate measure
He will come for miles, and be wreathed in smiles;
He begs to accept with pleasure.
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They say that it's so, and they ought to know,
But maybe he'll come the sooner
If we vary the diet, at lease we could try it,
By giving him rancid tuna.

Stan King gave an impressive recital for the Niagara Frontier
The Wurlitzer
Theatre Organ Society at Tonawanda on December 12.
pipe organ at the Riviera Theatre there is one of the finest in
the USA. Blizzard conditions did not prevent a large and
enthusiastic audience from turning out to hear one of our Club's
talented musicians. Theatre organ recitalists are obliged to work
Stan's recital included
a lengthy stint for their fees:
accompanying a silent movie and encouraging an audience to sing
lustily songs of that now distant era when some of us were wearing
either short pants or diminutive knickerbockers.

MUSIC

| |

\ The Heliconian Club held a 'joyous Chautauqua' in January for
its members and guests and those of the Arts & Letters Club. Item
three on the program was titled 'Beloved Melodies' and it featured
songs from 'Porgy and Bess' by Joan Speed and our Elmer Philips
with music provided by Carol Birtch. It proved to be so popular
that our Club has 'booked' the trio to perform at lunch on Wednesday
March 5. Make a note of it on your calendar and be prepared for
a pleasurable mid-day affair.
Some of our new members (and some old ones, too) may not be
familiar with the toast we sing to Her Majesty. Here it is:
Here's a health unto Her Majesty
With a Fa, La, La, La, La, La-La.
Confusion to her enemies,
And he that will not drink her health,
I wish him neither wit nor wealth;
Nor yet a rope to hang himself,
With a Fa, La, La, La, La, La-La!

OUR WORLD
OF PAINTING

Works of the following Club members are included in the Canadian
Society of Painters in Water Colour Diamond Jubilee Collection:
Ray Cattell, Pat Fairhead, Peter Haworth, Donald Neddeau, Tibor
Nyilasi, William Sherman, Rudolf Stussi and Osvald Timmas.
This collection of 60 watercolours was exhibited recently at the
Macdonald Gallery in the Ontario Government Building at Bay and
It will be exhibited also at Ontario House,
Wellesley Street.
London, England in March. After that, the collection will be
presented to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II for the Royal Collection
of Drawings and Water Colours at Windsor Castle.
"In
Referring to this, a leading New York author has written:
1986, the Canadian watercolour tradition will come full circle
In 1759, the British army, with its
with its beginnings.
beautifully washed topographical maps brought watercolour painting4
In 1986, the Diamond Jubilee Collection will enter
to Canada.
The
the permanent holding of the royal Library at Windsor Castle.
CSPWC will be the only watercolour society in the world to be
represented in this fabled collection."
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A superb article in 'Watercolor 86', a much-heralded edition of
American Artist, a monthly magazine with the largest circulation
of such a publication in America, reported the Diamond Jubilee
celebrations of the CSPWC; traced the founding to the "historic
Arts and Letters Club" in Toronto and referred to the dinner at
the Club graced by Her Excellency, the Governor General of Canada.
Referring to the 60th annual meeting also held at the Club, the
article stated:
"The high point of the festivities, however, was
the speech given by the legendary Canadian artist A.J. Casson,
a founding member of the CSPWC. Casson's presence was a
reflection of the organization's 60-year commitment to its founding
principles."

S

A self-portrait by Rudolf Stussi was reproduced in full colour
with this caption: "A vice-president of the CSPWC, Stussi is a
young painter internationally recognized for his portraits of
notable people in Canada and abroad. This self-portrait highlights
his lyrical approach."
A copy of this publication is now in the
Archives/Library.
. Osvald Timmas, who played a very active part in the Diamond
Jubilee arrangements, has been elected President of The Canadian
Society of Painters in Water Colour.
.

(gbin
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Christmas Posters have enhanced the Holiday Season at the Club
recent years, and in 1985 the tradition was superbly carried
on. Again the panels brought in some $2,000 for the Club's art
funds.
Twenty-five members designed the happy greetings:
Franklin
Arbuckle, Jim Birnie, Douglas Caswell, Raymond Cattell, Thomas
Chatfield, Alan Collier, Michael Crawford, Douglas Edwards, Otto
Guttorn, ReginaldHaist, John Joy, Gordon Laws, John McLean, John
Morrow, Charles Pachter, Gerry Quinney, Jack Secord, Gerald Sevier,
Bill Sherman, John Snell, Murray Stewart, Rudolf Stussi, Leslie
Tibbles, Osvald timmas and Ronald Vickers.
.
The Members' Drawing Show opened on January 13 with an
excellent attendance.
Artists who survived the professional
jurying were:
Christopher Adeney, Jack Carr, Douglas Caswell,
Thomas Chatfield, Alan Collier, Douglas Edwards, William Haehnel,
Reginald Haist, John Joy, Peter Large, Bruce Lawes, Gordon Laws,
Edward McCormack, Frank McKeown, Richard Nevitt, Gordon Peters,
Barry Phillips, John Secord, William Sherman, James Small, John
Snell, Murray Stewart, Rudolf Stussi, James Thorne and Leslie
Tibbles.
.
The Artists' Choice exhibition at Roberts Gallery from January
22 to February 1 included works by members Franklin Arbuckle,
Geoffrey Armstrong, A.J. Casson, Alan Collier, Charles Comfort,
Pat Fairhead, Peter Haworth, Mackay Houstoun and John Stohn.
Spouses participating were Bobs Cogill Haworth and Frances-Anne
Johnston.
. John Snell, Curator of Club Collections, reports an unusual
and welcome gift from a non-member. Mr. Lyle Wilson, a friend
of Reg Haist, has donated an oil portrait of the late Harold
Gully painted by Fred Haines.

--
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. Gordon Laws has three watercoloursi in the 1986 calendar
of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.
. A painting by Tom McNeely decorates the cover of the current
issue of The Imperial Oil Review, while inside, Jim Dingwall has
an article on a New Brunswick sign maker.
. Plans are well underway for Toronto's 24th Outdoor Art
Exhibition in Nathan Phillips Square, July 12-14.
Among the
patrons and judges are Club members Kay Kritzwiser, Donald
McGibbon, Aaron Milrad and Joan Murray.
. This birth announcement appeared in the Globe and Mail on
February 8:
STUSSI/JACOBS -- Jacquie happily announces recent
creative work with Rudolf, a son entitled Errol Bay, dimensions
7 Ibs. 2 oz.
The 8:50 a.m. opening at Women's College Hospital
was a great success, champagne and all.
Special thanks to that
jeanius Dr. Marmoreo and staff.
The exhibition is expected to
continue well into the 21st century.
. If you have an A.Y. Jackson in your art collection, take care
of it.
A recent newspaper advertisement for Sotheby's carried
this statement below an illustation:
"Alexander Young Jackson,
Blue Sleigh and Blue Hills, pre-sale estimate $9,000/$12,000, sold
in Toronto on October 30th, 1985 for $31,900."
. The Toronto Arts Award (civic awards for artistic achievement)
has four members on its board: Louis Applebaum, Sis Weld, Charles
Pachter and Arthur Gelber.
Future exhibitions by members include the following:
Roy Austin's show at the Cambrian Rose Art Gallery in Ottawa
continues until February 24.
Then his work moves to the Eaton
Art Gallery on March 12.

h

. A small exhibition of drawings and lithographs that Arthur
Lismer executed in World War I will be showing at the McMichael
Canadian Collection until April 13.

=
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* Gerry Sevier will have a solo show at the Kensington Downtown
Fine Art Gallery in Calgary from March 5 to 22.

SAlan

Collier is having an exhibition of his Arctic paintings
at the Kensington Downtown Fine Art Gallery in Calgary from April
6 to 30.
N•

.
An exhibition titled 'Ten Points of View' will feature the work
of ten local artists and will be shown at the Etobicoke City Hall
from March 6 to 30.
Five of the artists are members of the Club:
Tom Chatfield, Gord Peters, Bill Sherman, Bill Templeton and
Osvald Timmas.

.
Pat Fairhead will be showing 'New paintings of the Queen
Charlotte Islands' at Roberts Gallery from April 23 to May 3.

·
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.
Franklin Arbuckle is having an exhibition of recent work at
the Klinkhoff Gallery in Montreal from April 28 to May 10.
It
will be of work he did last summer from Newfoundland to Ontario.

4
STAGE NOTES

.
Rehearsals for the 1986 Spring Show will be starting soon. If
you are interested in participating as an actor, stagehand, set
constructor, painter, etc., contact John McKellar (365-1110), Bill
Hemmenick (863-1230), or Gail Robinson (595-3048), or leave a
message for John at the Club. New participants are always welcome!
Dan Needles' play 'Letter from Wingfield Farm', which premiered
at the Club last january, is just back from the Belfry Theatre
in Victoria, B.C. where it played to sell-out houses and took a
large chunk out of the 275-seat theatre's operating deficit during
its four-week run. It also appeared as an after-dinner entertainment at the annual meeting of the Victoria Grey National Trust
on January 7 and future runs are scheduled for Ottawa and Grand
Bend as well as a series of one-night appearances in various
Ontario towns this spring and fall.
.
According to John Kraglund in the Globe and Mail, member Tony
van Bridge performed splendidly in narrating Oscar Wilde's
'Canterville Ghost' during a Chamber Concerts Canada series at
the Young People's Theatre recently.
.
In a recent issue of Performing Arts in Canada, Heath Lamberts
is the mystery person in the crossword puzzle.

O
ROBIN EDWARD MERRY

A Club member for more than 50 years, Robin Merry died just a few
days before Christmas 1985. He joined the Club in 1938 and was
made a Life Member in 1983.
Born in England, schooled in Canada and at Cambridge University,
Robin was associated for most of his professional career with the
Canadian operations of Lever Brothers, as Director of marketing
and a member of the Board. He was a Commander of the Order of
St. John.
The Arts & Letters Club was Robin's 'other home' and he was
involved with stage productions, particularly during the war
years.
However, his cherished hobby was painting; he was a
talented amateur artist who derived endless satisfaction from the
Club's weekend sketching trips. After his retirement from
business, he travelled extensively--in Canada, the Caribbean and
Europe--always with his paintbox in his luggage. His surname aptly
describes his personality. Robin leaves his widow and four grown
children.

GORDON ADAMSON

*

A member of the Club from 1948, Gordon Adamson passed away in
January after many years of coping with a disability he suffered
shortly after graduating from the University of Toronto in 1928.
He had been stricken with polio and from then on required the use
of a cane.
In later years two canes were needed but he attended
the Club nonetheless. He was determined to lead a normal life
and he did so.
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As an architect, he established a practice in 1934 and maintained
it until 1972.
It was a general practice involved with a variety
of industrial, community, business and educational projects. Many
of the buildings at York University were designed by his firm.
Gordon also was the architect for the Lawrence Park Community
Church which he attended and from which he was buried.
He was president of the Ontario Association of Architects in 1953,
a Life Member of the Canadian Society of Industrial Designers and
a member of the University of Toronto Senate from 1956 to 1960.
He also was active in the Kiwanis Club and maintained memberships
in the Granite Club and the Rosedale Golf Club.

SPENCER CLARK

A most remarkable man, and best known for his interests in art,
sculpture and historical architecture, Herbert Spencer Clark died
of a heart attack at home on February 11.

The bas reliefs of such individuals as A.Y. Jackson and Sir Ernest
MacMillan which hang in the Club were originally commissioned by
Spencer for his Guild Inn at Scarborough. He had copies made for
the Club. He also arranged for the bronze casting of our A.J.
Casson and C.A.G. Matthews portraits and a short time ago made
the same arrangements for a recent portrait of Floyd Chalmers by
Ken Jarvis.
To the general public, Spencer was the man who saved some 60
examples of classical stonework from historical buildings in
Toronto and placed them throughout the Guild Inn property. When
the Toronto Dominion Bank building at King and Bay Streets was
torn down to make way for the TD Centre, Spencer purchased 1,000
tons of its stone for a Greek theatre he built at the Guild. Club
member Hugh Walker has recorded the story of this collection and
detailed the sources of each piece in a brochure titled The Spencer
Clark Collection of Historical Architecture.

(,

He was a collector of art and had so many works by York Wilson
that a room at the Guild was named after the artist. Many other
paintings, including a number by Club members, were purchased or
commissioned.
He was an active supporter of many organizations and was honoured
with the Order of Canada, an LL.D. from Waterloo University, the
highest Award of Merit by the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada and the Ontario Association of Architects.
The City of
Scarborough, before his wife's death in 1981, presented a joint
Award of Merit to Spencer and his wife Rosa, a recognition of the
strong support she had given him in all his activities.

HORACE LAPP

Horace Lapp at the piano playing for silent films--that was the
way he began, and it was the way it ended this month.
Playing the grand piano at the Ontario Film Theatre at the Science
Centre for the past 15 years was possibly the most enjoyable for
him of all his many musical pursuits. He was classically trained,

--
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but as a young student he went west to begin his career in the
cinema, providing that important missing element to the silent

screen:

emotion.

Throughout the years he worked in stage shows, dance bands,
musical comedy, operetta, choirs and church music, revealing an
astonishing range of awareness and artistry. He was widely
recognized as a gifted performer, yet he was also a clever
composer. His inventiveness and musical knowledge were given
their greatest test however when he sat down to play for silent
films--which, in the later years of his life, had found a new
popularity. Without a note of music, without lights, and with
his eyes trained intently on the screen, he could play for hours
weaving improvisations, original themes and familiar passages
from his repertoire.
Horace was always a pleasure to be with and a fount of knowledge
about the world of music. As a Club member he frequently resigned
but would rejoin within a few weeks. Sadly, his resignation a
decade ago was final.
ALL ABOUT PEOPLE
MEMBERS, OF
COURSE
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. Life Member Floyd Chalmers is never out of the news for very
long. In Macleans Magazine for December 30 several stories are
told of his long association with Maclean Hunter. He joined the
firm at age 22 and now at 87 still maintains an office there.
While he was editor of The Financial Post, 27 stockbrokers went
to prison after a series of exposes he had written. He became
president of the company in 1952 and was the spearhead in
expanding the company into areas other than publishing.
Two stained-glass windows honouring Floyd and Jean Chalmers were
recently unveiled at Chalmers House, the Canadian Music Centre's
national headquarters, 20 St. Joseph Street. The windows were
commissioned by his son, member Wallace Chalmers, and his wife
Clarice. Floyd and Jean have long been interested in music and
one of their contributions was underwriting the cost of the highly
praised Canadian Encyclopedia of Music.
A day earlier, winners of the 1985 Floyd S. Chalmers Canadian Play
Top award went to
Awards (totalling $14,000) were announced.
First prize for the
Michel Tremblay for Albertine in Five Times.
Children's Play Awards was shared by Susanne Lebeau and Duncan

McGregor.
. During a recent trip to London, Stan King and wife Elizabeth
stayed at the Savage Club, one of our affiliates. Now, the Savage
Club (men only) leases its quarters from the Lansdowne Club (men
and women), thus our travellers had to become temporary members
of the latter club in order to rent accommodation.

They give the

facilities mixed reviews. Photographs of their room may be seen
in the Archives Scrapbook.
.
If you are thinking about an overseas holiday, member Doug
From April 19 to
Tushingham may have what you are looking for.

May 8 he will be leading a Royal Ontario Museum World Civilization
tour to Jordan and Cyprus.
--
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. Laure Riese, one of our recent members, was one of the Canadians
singled out for recent Order of Canada awards. Life Member Allan
Burton also was honoured.
.
Walter Pitman, former president of Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute, has been appointed to advise the Ontario government
on the operation of the governing bodies of the province's 22
community colleges.
. There has been good news for Sandy Stewart. Reach for the Top,
the CBC quiz show that he produced for 25 years and which was
dropped for budget reasons, has been picked up by Channel 47 and
made its debut earlier this month.
. Everywhere you turn there's an article written by John Bradshaw.
This time one appears in the 1986 edition of the Farmer's Almanac
and it describes the gorgeous new flower varieties now available
to gardeners.
.
New member Harriet (Sis) Weld is to be congratulated. This
month she was one of her company's members singled out for outstanding sales performance.
. The Art Gallery at Harbourfront is planning to take over the
nearby brick powerhouse next year. Lyman Henderson is a member
of the board of directors.
Henry Sproat, a charter member of this Club many years ago,
was remembered by the St. George's Society with a tribute in the
Society's current newsletter. He had been president in 1921-22.
Sproat was a partner with a fellow Club member, Ernest Rolph, and
they redesigned the interior of the St. George's Hall when we
became tenants here in 1920.
.
The Toronto Star had nice things to say recently about Ned
Hanson and his work in training boys for his choir.
. Mavor Moore contributed a guest editorial to the Fall issue
of Performing Arts in Canada on the subject of art centres. He
said:
"The only way to keep our most gifted performing artists
here, is to provide them with an opportunity to exercise their
talents and skills right here... By 1983, it had become clear that
the performing arts, with their important economic spinoffs in
tourism, retail trade and civic, provincial and national stature,
were among the leading (and most labour-intensive) activities of
all. But the notion that theatre and the other performing arts
constitute an expendable luxury dies hard."
.
Jim Parr hasn't wasted any time in writing about science since
he took over the position of director-general of the Ontario
Science Centre.
In the Toronto Star he was given a byline
recently for an article headed 'Science: overlooked thread in
culture's tapestry'.
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. Robertson Davies was one of four Canadian authors who were
invited as 'guests of honour' at the 48th International PEN
Eight other Canadian
Congress in New York January 13 to 19.
authors attended as delegates from the Canadian branch of PEN.
. Dan Needles appeared as a panelist at the Couchiching
Institute's conference on 'Marketing the Arts' held at the Art
Gallery of Ontario at the end of January.
He used the occasion
to outline the theory that it's
possible to survive without
government grants if you offer the audience good quality entertainment and keep costs to a minimum.
. Nicholas Goldschmidt is stepping down in June, 1987, as
artistic director of the Guelph Spring Festival, a position he
has held since the Festival's inception in 1968.
Says Nick, "I'm
only retiring from the Festival.
There are still
a lot of things
for me to do."
In six months he'll
be 79!

icomplain
^

PAST PRESIDENT
H. NAPIER MOORE

. When our Club secretary speaks, you had better listen; he might
be uttering a memorable quotation.
Part of Campbell Hughes'
famous definition of a Canadian is quoted in the current issue
of Bravo, the magazine of Roy Thomson and Massey Halls:
"A
Canadian," Cam states, "is someone who drinks Brazilian coffee
from an English teacup and munches a French pastry while sitting
on his Danish furniture."
The full quotation continues, "..having
just come home from an Italian movie in his German car.
He picks
up his Japanese pen and writes to his Member of Parliament to
about the American take-over of the Canadian publishing
business."
This was originally quoted in Time, March 1, 1971,
and is now immortalized in Colombo's Canadian Quotations.

A Tynesider by birth and an Englishman by unshakeable conviction,
Napier Moore began a long career in journalism as a reporter for
the Newcastle Daily Journal.
He came to Canada in 1912, worked
for newspapers in Vancouver and Montreal, then joined Maclean
Hunter in 1925.
As Editor of Maclean's Magazine for 20 years, Napier encouraged
and published writers like W.O. Mitchell, Ralph Allen and Marjorie
Wilkins Campbell.
He helped to quadruple the circulation of
Maclean's and was booted upstairs to the office of Editorial
Director for the whole Maclean organization.
He succeeded to the
Presidency of the Arts & Letters Club on the death of Barry
Cleveland in 1934.
Napier's lunch-table wit was legendary, but his enduring legacy
to the Club was the Spring Revue, which for years on end he
dominated from first
reading to final curtain.
He guided his
bumbling all-male cast with the persuasiveness of a snake-oil
salesman and the vocabulary of a stevedore.
In front of the
curtain he was the compere without compare--solemn, owl-eyed
behind the spectacles, with a sheepish, self-deprecating little
grin that told the audience "it's all in fun, so don't be afraid
to laugh."
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After his retirement, Napier divided his time between
and his beloved England, He died in Nassau in 1963.
summed up Napier Moore best when he wrote, "The whole
laughter was his." Napier's presidential profile was
by J.E. Sampson.

the Bahamas
Jack McLarenlI
gamut of
sketched

During January,and early February, the display cases contained
a valuable collection of 'little magazines'. These Englishlanguage periodicals were printed on the continent in the 1920's,
mainly in Paris, and published the early works of such writers
as Ernest Hemingway, Morley Callaghan and James Joyce. The
magazines on display came from the collection of Leon Warmski who
spoke about Paris life in the 1920's to the Literary Table in
January. A brief history of these magazines by David Skene Melvin
was included in the display.

ARCHIVES NOTES

And from Leon, the archives has received a copy of the
certificate designed by J.E.H. MacDonald in 1918 to commemorate
the British heroine nurse Edith Cavell who was executed in 1915
for aiding British, French and Belgian troops to escape from
German-held Belgium.

a
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Through the good offices of Reg Haist, the Club now has a
package of clippings and memorabilia of Harold M. Gully, a popular
Club member from 1935 to 1966. In business Harold was vicepresident of Silverwoods Dairy, but in the evening he was in demand
as a humorous after-dinner speaker. The package included a signed
photograph of another former Club member, J.V. McAree, the dean
of Canadian journalists for many years.
. Harry Coughey has donated an item of great Club interest. It
is a beautifully framed photocopy of the Club menu from May 17,
1924, on the reverse side of which is one of those famous lunchtime sketches by Arthur Lismer showing Fred Varley, James Mavor
and Ivor Lewis.
. Aubrey Grey continues to provide us with archival gems. His
latest gift is a bronze medal struck in 1909 to commemorate the
10th anniversary of The Mendelssohn Choir (later The Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir). It features a likeness of Charter Member
August A. Vogt who founded the choir and continued to conduct it
until 1917.
. Other recent gifts are of a photographic nature. From Franc
Fusco we have a photograph of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra (as
it was then called) taken in 1929 just as conductor Luigi von Kunits
was about to begin one of those famous broadcasts from Simpson's
Arcadian Court. Franc has been able to identify, in addition to
himself: Samuel Hershenhorn, Harry Adaskin, Berul Sugarman and
Louis Sherman. Except for the latter two, all were or are Club
members.
.
Three photographs of the Boar's Head celebrations of 1951 have
been donated by John Scott. They show President Gilbert Jackson
in the chair, while jester Geoffrey Hatton enlivens the
Thanks also to John for photographs of the archives
proceedings.

4
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cases, the Christmas decorations and informal shots around the
Club. And continuing thanks to Ron Vickers for photographs of
the Spring Revue and the Boar's Head.
Far and away the longest photograph the archives has ever
received is a recent gift of John Downing. It's a 360 degree
panoramic composite of Toronto in 1906 taken from the steeple of
St. James's Church. It clearly shows the area around King and
Yonge Streets where the Club spent its first two years prior to
moving to the Adelaide Street Court House in 1910.

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

A word of thanks for their help to:
Harry Campbell, William
Haehnel, ReginaldHaist, Monty Larkin, John Lytle, Richard Mastin,
John Morrow (our resident artist), Ray Peringer (Archivist),
Elmer Phillips, Gerald Pratley, John Sanderson, David SkeneMelvin, John Snell, William Townley and John Watson who will be
writing, among other items, our Past-President biographies.
Editor:
Howard Gerring. Your contributions are welcomed.
Please note the copy deadline for the next issue is Friday,
April 4, 1986.
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ARTS & LE~TERS CLUB OF TORONTO

April, 1986

THE LAMPS FESTIVAL

The week-long LAMPS Festival, April 7-11, opened the eyes of some
446 members and guests to the extraordinary vitality of the Club
in all the arts--literature, architecture, music, painting and
stage--as no other event in memory has ever done.
It attracted great audiences, great in number and quality, and
exposed them to the profusion of skills and personalities that
There was no mistaking audience enjoyment and
make up the Club.
appreciation of all the presentations.
The Festival began with a Luncheon arranged by the Literary Table
group. Past President Bill Swinton was introduced as the man who
each week reminds Literary Table members of significant literaryrelated events which took place on that day in the past. He did
the same on April 7, reminding the Festival audience that on that
day, in 30 AD, Jesus was crucified, and that in 1770 William

*

Wordsworth was born.
Don Sutherland, the main speaker, gave a mock-serious report
entitled Drink and Drinking in the Life and Poetic Imagery of T.S.
Some literary critics dismiss Eliot briefly and casually,
Eliot.
but his work has taken on new interest as a result of the Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical CATS. Yes, Eliot was a drinker, from his
days at Harvard and throughout his life. Don ended the presentation by reading from Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats and then
It tied in very well.
playing a tape from the musical.
At Tuesday's luncheon, Past President Norman McMurrich introduced
Rod Robbie, of Robbie Architects Inc. who, together with the firm
of Neish, Owen, Roland and Roy (Architects), prepared the winning
design for Toronto's Dome Stadium Competition.
With slides of numerous architectural renderings and a professionalquality video tape, Robbie made it clear how massive a project
the Dome is, how ingenious the moveable roof concept, and what
>
a great addition it will be to the Toronto skyline and the city's
\ many attractions.
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Wednesday's Festival event was An Evening With Stanley King in
It was an affair that demonstrated the awesome capability
Concert.
of the organ and Stan's absolute mastery of it.

___
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He opened with Mendelsohn's Midsummer Night's Dream, then played
a short work by Andre Gagnon reminiscent of a Beethoven piano
concerto, followed by a series of short groups, each a medley of
related tunes played without breaks.
These included songs from
Broadway shows, an amusing set of variations on Chop Sticks, some
gypsy music, Italian music, a song by Swann and Flanders, some
big band music and, as a finale, songs by the Beatles. The
tumultuous applause left no doubt as to the audience's appreciation
of a fitting celebration of music.
Thursday the painting group presented a retrospective slide show
of paintings by Ray Cattell, with a tape made by Alan Collier.
The paintings provided convincing evidence of why Ray has won,
on four different occasions, a special award of the Canadian
Society of Painters in Water Colour.
The tape was a humorous one in which member artists talked about
strangers looking
a problem they all face when painting outdoors:
over their shoulders and asking "whatchadoing?"
SBill Sherman 'wrapped up' an interesting luncheon with kind words
for Ray and his work and the thanks of the audience.
-
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last Festival Luncheon, on Friday the 11th, focused attention
on 'the stage', but also recognized the work of writers and
artists in theatrical presentations. Displayed on the stage, for
example, were numerous set designs created by Club artists for
past Spring Shows and other stage events.
Dennis Sweeting, our non-resident member who is both the Deputy
Reeve of Lindsay and the producer of the Kawartha Summer Theatre
for the past 20 years, spoke about rural theatre and how Canadian
plays are now being performed in many parts of the world. He
drew attention to Herman Voaden's early play, Hill Land, and
expressed the hope that it will be performed for the 125th
anniversary of Victoria County. At Dennis' request, Herman read
several interesting passages from the play.
The wind-up of Festival Week fell to actor/comedian Heath Lamberts
and he kept the overflow audience laughing for 20 minutes. He had
been asked to speak on The Role of The Arts and Letters Club in
the Development of the Theatre in Canada. He tried manfully for
several minutes but could only come up with aaahs, throat clearing,
the odd undecipherable word, an occasional but, and strangled
sounds.
From then on the audience was his, and we loved every
minute of it.
He reported, for example, that the Ontario Censorship Board had
issued instructions to watch carefully for the pronunciation of
such words as rapier, adulteration, cockatoo, consomme, sect,
masticate, Balzac, hallucinate, penal, titular, spurn, capitulate,
dickie, screwdriver, lustre, laity, and hot cross buns. Members
and guests roared with every word, nudged their neighbours and
spilled their coffee.
There couldn't have been a better way to
end a delightful Festival.

)
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PRESIDENT'S DANCE

A President's Dinner Dance will be held at the Club on May 23 from
8 to 12 p.m. Dress is optional. The Great Hall will be decorated
and the eight-piece Rainbow Gardens Jazz Orchestra will provide
the music, as it did for the earlier St. Valentine's Day dance.
There will be tables for small groups, seating along the wall and
an open bar.
Tickets are $25 per person.

THE ANNUAL MEETING

The Annual Meeting will be held on Thursday May 29 from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. followed by dinner. This is a members only affair and
the price will be $18.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT

To support the Objects of the Club as defined in its Constitution,
the Membership Committee believes it important to maintain a proper
distinction between the Professional and non-Professional designation among the Club membership. In the majority of cases, this
designation presents no difficulty.
However, there are, and always
have been, a number of persons who fall into a 'grey area'.
Their
credentials may support the Professional designation, but they are
not 'Professional' in the traditional sense.
In these cases, the
committee invariably refers the nomination to a panel of the
nominee's peers (for consideration) as provided in the Club's
Constitution.
To help it in its job, the Membership Committee
requests that all nominations be accompanied with as much
information as possible about a nominee's background and qualifications, etc.
This will help ensure proper designation and speed
up processing.

*
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Last January the Executive determined to open three consecutive
'Members' Nights' (in the months of January, February and March)
to members and their guests.
This was because of poor attendance
at these functions and the fact that, in some cases, the Club lost
money. The 'test' evenings, which are now over, were monitored
and the Executive will be making a further decision respecting
guests, based on results and the general feeling of the membership.
In the meantime, the former policy of 'Members Only' at Members'
Nights is now back in place.
The Executive has received a letter of resignation from Hugh
Westren, Chairman of the Planning Committee for the past two
years, whose work supervising construction of an airport in Nepal
will keep him away for three years.
It was accepted with regret.
Three other resignations have been accepted by the Executive:
Paul Gauthier; John Smele (potential conflict of interest); and
John Stohn.

o~R\t
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The following memberships have been terminated for non-payment
of overdue fees (and to whom warning letters have been sent):
Garry Hall, John Ingram, William Osler, Donald Ryerson, John
Simons, A. Twa, Tony Wilch, A. Yuzbasiyan and H. Zeilig.
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NEW MEMBERS

Anthony J. Batten, professional, is an artist and teacher at
Stephen Leacock Collegiate in Agincourt.
Before becoming a teacher
16 years ago, he was a member of C-I-L's advertising department in
Montreal.
Currently, he is Vice-President of the Canadian Society
of Painters in Water Colours.
Marian Hahn Bradshaw, professional, is the publisher of Canadian
Collector magazine, and a lecturer and seminar organizer.
She is
a member of the board of the R.O.M., the Grange Committee, the
Art Gallery of Ontario, and the Montreal Museum of Decorative
Arts.
She is married to member John Bradshaw.
Constance J. Briant, member, is a Professor of Economics at the
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, and at one time was active in
politics.
Now she would like to participate in Club music
activities.
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Murray A. Cayley, member, is a marketing specialist and the Manager
of Research and Consumer Affairs for Petro-Canada Products. He is
the author of numerous published articles on marketing principles.
Austin Clarke, professional, is a member and Vice-Chairman of the
Ontario Film Review Board and also a novelist with nine books to
his credit. He has been the winner of such awards as the Saturday
Night short story prize, the Canada Council Literary Awards of
[1965, 1968 and 1972, and the Casa de las Americas Literary Prize
1980. His work also appears in numerous anthologies.
Aileen Hooper Cowan, professional, is an artist and sculptor of
abstract work.
She is a Past President of the Society of Sculptors
of Canada and co-founder of the Permanent Collection of the S.S.C.
Seven years ago she established a scholarship fund at the Ontario
College of Art for young sculptors.
Cam R. Finley, professional, is President and Manager of CJRT-FM
Inc. His experience in broadcasting covers announcing, production,
management and teaching. He is a member of the Broadcast
Executives' Society and of the International Institute of
Communications, London.
(Editor's note:
Cam is not related to
our late member Fred Finley.)
Angela Fusco, professional, has been an actress for many years
and is the daughter of member Francesco Fusco.
She began acting
as a child on CBC TV, and since has played three seasons at
Stratford, appeared at regional theatres across the country and
is now in rehearsals of a new play.
Called Nunsense, it is the
first Canadian production of an off-Broadway hit musical that
will open at the TWP Theatre (Yonge and Alexander) on April 29.
Mary Louise George, professional, is an art consultant and former
gallery director.
Currently, she is a 'mature student' at the
University of Toronto studying Fine Art History.
Robert H. Hayes, professional, is a Professor of Biology at York
University and a collector of antiquarian books on science and
philosophy. His other interests include ballet, opera, poetry
and painting.
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Eugene Kash, professional, is a senior teacher of viola, violin,
chamber music and orchestra direction at the Royal Conservatory
of Music.
He has had solo violin recitals on the BBC and Radio
Difussion de France and has played with the Toronto Symphony and
the Vienna Konzert Orkester. He is a former music director for
the National Film Board.
Leslie Lawrence, professional, is a co-ordinator of television
training with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. He has been
a designer for theatre, opera, film and television and is an
Honorary Life Member of the Associated Designers of Canada.
Douglas McCullough, professional, is an art consultant, architect
and actor, and a former Deputy Minister of Culture with the
Province of Ontario.
Gwen McMurrich, member, is a therapist with the Surrey Place Centre
working with mentally retarded infants. She is married to Past
President Norman McMurrich and has a very strong interest in music.

I
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Joan Murray, non-resident, is an artist and the Director of the
Robert McLaughlin Gallery in the Civic Centre, Oshawa. Prior to
joining the Gallery she had been Curator of Canadian Art at the
Art Gallery of Ontario and a strong spokesman for Canadian work
at a time when it was not getting the attention she believed it
deserved.
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Virginia Oswell, member, is a 'mature student' studying English
literature and anthropology at Woodsworth College, University of
Toronto.
She is also convenor of Speakers' Luncheons at the
Granite Club and a follower of the Canadian Opera Company, Toronto
v4 *L\C-.R Symphony and the national Ballet.
Evlyn Payton, professional, is an artist who has had exhibitions
at the Salmagundi and the national Arts clubs since 1967, solo
shows at the Albert White Gallery, Wildlife Gallery, the
Heliconian Club and Eaton's, and retrospective exhibitions at
the University of Toronto Erindale Campus and Gallery Stratford.
Michael Pepa, professional, is a composer and Artistic Director
of Les AMIS (ARS MUSICA IN SUMMA) Concerts and Music Director
of the Les AMIS Ensemble.
The company is an arts organization
presenting chamber music concerts with the object of promoting
Canadian performing artists and composers.
Kenneth Ross, junior membership, is a first-year student at the
University of Toronto who has an 'itch' for writing and public
speaking. He has been a member of two Toastmaster International
speaking clubs.

LITERARY NOTES

. Michael Milgate, Professor of English Literature, University
of Toronto, was one of this year's Izaak Walton Killam Memorial
Fellowships winners. It provides for a year's leave from
teaching to do research.
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. Arnold Edinborough will be one of the major lecturers at the
9th Annual Shaw Festival/York University Seminar on July 20 at
Niagara-on-the-Lake.
His book, The Festivals of Canada, was
published in 1981.
. The globe and Mail's new magazine, Toronto, reports that the
antiquarian book store owned by David Skene-Melvin and his wife
has a first
edition of the original volume in the Judge Dee series
of mysteries.
It was privately printed and given to friends.
Current value is $2,000.
Paperback editions of the series sell
at
$2.50 - $3.95.
. Among other matters, David is busy organizing 'A Weekend in
Toronto with Sir Arthur Conon doyle and Sherlock Holmes'.
It
will be held at Trinity College, University of Toronto, from
June 19 to 22 and is being sponsored by The bookmakers of Toronto
of which David is a founder-member.
The promotional piece begins
with:
"Welcome to Toronto, the largest city in Canada, the
capital of Ontario, and the nation's English-language cultural
centre, as well as the largest multi-ethnic city in the world.
Toronto is to Canada what New York is to the U.S.A., London to
Great Britain, Paris to France."
. Crime Writers of Canada, the professional association of
published crime fiction
writers, will be holding its
annual awards
dinner on May 6.
If interested, check with David Skene-Melvin.
. J.L. Granatstein has a new history book among this spring's
offerings, Canada 1957-67: The Years of Uncertainty and
Innovation.
It is volume 19 in McClelland and Stewart's Canadian
Centenary Series.

.---.
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. Robertson Davies and Morley Callaghan are splitting
the $5,000
prize of this
year's Toronto Book Awards, an annual prize since
for authors of books of literary
excellence that are
evocative of Toronto.
Robertson won for his novel What's Bred
in the Bone and Callaghan for Our Lady of the Snows.

j)1973
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. Claude Bissell was the subject of a two-page article
in the
University College Alumni Magazine.
It served to welcome Claude
back to the College to deliver the first
of the current year's
U.C. Lectures.
The subject was 'Vincent Massey and the Canada
Council'.
Massey, the first
Canadian Governor General of Canada
and a Past President of this
Club (1920-22), showed himself a
real leader and an innovator with vision for his efforts
in
establishing the Canada Council.
The second volume of Bissell's
Massey biography will appear in
September.
Then he'll
begin work on his biography of his friend
Ernest Buckler, a Nova Scotia novelist who died in 1984.
. Barker Fairley, now 98, joined University College 70 years ago
and to recognize that anniversary the College Council is creating
a visiting position to be known as the Barker Fairley Distinguished
Visitor. The intention is to raise money to endow a position

|
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to be occupied by distinguished artists, writers, poets, editors,
actors musicians--practitioners in the creative and performing
arts.
Robert Weaver, recently the CBC's Executive Producer,
Radio Features and Humanities, is the Barker Fairley Distinguished
Visitor for 1985-86.

6

. Austin Clarke, a new member, was the chief winner in the current
Ontario Arts Council work-in-progress program. Austin received
$12,000 in connection with a new novel, American Dutchman, that
will be published shortly.
. The Spring Issue of the University of St. Michael's College
Alumni Newsletter reports on non-resident member Hugh Hood's visit
to his old college last year.
Hugh's prodigious memory is well
documented in his 12-volume series of novels about Toronto, The
New Age, which is more than half completed. During his visit to
Toronto, Hugh was a regular at lunch where he regaled members and
guests with an endless variety of anecdotes.

THE LITERARY LUNCH
ACCORDING TO
BILL SWINTON

My first impression, on joining the group, was that it might
provide me with an opportunity of eating my words.
I knew from
my reading "that words do not butter parsnips" but parsnips are
seldom on the Club menu; nor is oatmeal, even if the Reverend
Signey Smith once suggested that the Edinburgh Review should adopt
as its motto the Latin phrase Genui musam meditamur avena (we
cultivate literature on a little oatmeal).
My problem was that I had long been familiar with Caught in the
Web of Words, the sad story of a Scottish shepherd boy who became
fascinated with words.
They pursued him, multiplying as they
went, flying after him from Scotland to London and on to Oxford
where finally they were incarcerated in the Oxford English
Dictionary.
An old lady who had read a small dictionary once
said "it was very interesting though I could never find the thread
of the story."
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OUR WORLD
OF PAINTING
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But all is safe.
In the gentle company of the Literary Table
one finds at least 12 disciples for whom the word has been made
flesh; proper words in a proper place; and one learns that
letters can be 'polite'.
Finally, in the words of old Cicero,
"Old age does not prevent our persisting in the pursuit of letters,
even to the very latest period of old age."
Just the thing for
most of us in the A & L.

. Ray Cattell, on behalf of the Art Committee, has announced that
the award of free memberships, plus a spending allowance of up
to $250 at the Club has been awarded to four students of the
Ontario College of Art:
Lisa Crouch, Roger Maurice, Edward
Shawcross and Emanuel Lopez.
They were selected on the basis
of agreed criteria by a panel of adjudicators.
The Art Committee
has undertaken this project to interest promising students in the
opportunities to young artists at the Club. The winners joined
members at the Pub Night on April 14 for a familiarization visit.
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. A.J. Casson will celebrate his 88th birthday on Thursday, May
15 and he will be spending it with a number of friends and wellwishers at a $200 per person tax-receipt dinner at the Royal York.
Casson's birthday party is a way to collect funds for research
into Alzheimer's disease at the Sunnybrook Medical Centre.
Information is available at 766-4945.
. The Canadian Association of Photographers and Illustrators in
Communications, after some years of sifting and research by
committees and then by a general membership ballot, has selected
one illustrator and one photographer to receive the first CAPIC
Awards for Lifetime Achievement in the Communication Arts.
Club member Franklin Arbuckle, artist and illustrator, and Ken
Bell, photographer, were selected as two "whose careers have
spanned the great years of the communication arts in Canada, and
whose example has inspired many of the professionals working in
our field today." The Awards were presented at CAPIC's First Annual
The recipients
President's Dinner (held in the Club) on March 22.
were also given Honorary Membership in the Association. The award
trophies were sculptures by Club member Tom McNeely, an internationally recognized professional.
A retrospective exhibition of the works of the late Eric
Nasmith was held from March 15-26 at the Skelton Galleries in
Eric had written: "There is so much beauty in the
Collingwood.
world, visible to all - but so often it's not really seen-perhaps my work will stimulate others to respond, and to enjoy
living more thoroughly."

.f

. Thomas Chatfield will have a solo exhibition of recent paintings
of Ontario at the Lourie Gallery from opening night April 9 to
He has had over 50 solo shows in Canada, U.S.A. and
April 21.
England and his paintings are in many leading corporate
collections. He is also a frequent contributor to Club Christmas
and Spring Shows, poster displays and to members' painting and
other art exhibitions.

. Rudolf Stussi is having an exhibition of watercolours at the
Albert White Gallery, 80 Spadina Avenue, from April 12 to May
8. Rudi is a versatile artist who has contributed to Club
exhibitions and has numerous one-man shows. He has organized
portrait exhibitions at O'Keefe Centre in the past and has been
featured internationally.
John Joy is exhibiting 'Winter Images' at Eaton's fifth floor
.
Gallery from April 16 to 28.
. Les Tibbles is holding an exhibition of his oils and watercolours Wednesday, April 23 to Sunday, April 27 at his home, 19
Forest Heights Blvd., Willowdale.
. Pat Fairhead paints scenes in an original and creative style
that compares very favourably with the best abstract,
impressionist work. Her latest solo exhibition, to be held at
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Roberts Gallery from April 23 to May 3, is entitled 'New Paintings
of the Queen Charlotte Islands'.
Pat is also having an exhibition
of watercolours in Shidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands, B.C. from
July 4 to July 31
. Oswald Schenk will have an exhibition of watercolours at the
Merton Gallery from May 26 until May 31.
The main theme continues
to be his popular east coast subject matter, from Florida to Grand
Manan, Newfoundland and Labrador with emphasis on the northern
reaches.
There will also be work of the Ontario landscapes,
mostly in winter.
..

Sand

. On the weekend of April 4 - 6 some of our members, with wives
guests, about 36 people in all, went to Geneva Park for
painting and socializing.
In spite of less than perfect weather, a great deal of work was
available for an informal showing on Saturday evening. The social
aspects of the weekend took the form of slide show presentations
on both evenings; in addition, a lot of mixing was involved to see
how many people could be crammed into a room built for two.
The slide shows on Friday were given by two friends of Chris
AdeneyJim Harvie and Tom Hull, a new member. Their shows
included shots of the Canadian landscape from the air and the
ground and pictures taken at Spring Shows in recent years.
On Saturday night, John Joy's show took viewers from the Far East,
via Dubrovnik, to some beautiful old buildings in rural Ontario,
many now gone.
Pat Fairhead, by way of slides, took everyone
on a canoe trip up the British Columbia coast and the Queen
Charlotte Islands.

COMMENTS BY
CURATOR OF
CLUB COLLECTIONS

Jinx Young has donated a reproduction of a drawing by Thoreau
MacDonald of Tom Thomson fishing in Algonquin. The drawing was
based on a photograph taken by Lawren Harris and the original is
in the McMichael Collection. We would like to thank Jinx for
his continuing interest in the Club Collection.

STAGE NOTES

. Past President Bob Christie appeared on a CTV sitcom recently
in an interesting role:
opposite Nancy Kerr who was playing
Dinah Christie's mother.
.
Dan Needles' play, Wingfield Farm, continues ever upward.
has been booked into a Vancouver theatre for opening week of
Expo '86.

It

. Heath Lamberts' One for the Pot, filmed recently, appeared on
CBC TV this month. Heath is not performing at the Shaw Festival
this season but remains an Associate Director along with member
Christopher Banks, who is also Heath's agent.
. In an article in the spring issue of Imperial Oil's Review,
Mavor Moore and Herbert Whittaker are named as among the
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individuals who brought about formation of the National Theatre
School back in 1959.
In 1963, one of the 14 graduates of the
English program was Heath Lamberts.

BURNS SUPPER

On January 29, which was a cold evening, several of our Club
members braved the elements,bared their knees, and put on their
kilts, including our President, who was handsomely turned-out,
and who led the head table into the Great Hall, piped by an
honour guard of the Fraser Highlanders.
Our President's opening remarks and welcome were most interesting,
comparing the Lion and the Unicorn to England and Scotland and,
subsequently, to the Saint George's Society and the Arts and
Letters Club.
Ron Ross addressed the Haggis with vigour and a
large dirk, coupled with the ancient ceremony of toasting the
pipes with the silver quaich. John Wevers gave a good 'Scottish
accent' Selkirk Grace followed by an excellent dinner of haggis,
steak pie, neeps and tatties.
Bill Matheson proposed the toast to the lassies, with a reply by
Jackie Franco; Harry Ferguson gave the Immortal Memory and Toast
to the Bard, and in his remarks he painted a picture of the
difficulties of life in 18th century Scotland, and of the narrow,
grim and work-weary world that Burns had to contend with, and in
which his genius flourished.
Bob Christie read several of The Shorter Poems of Burns, and his
presentation of The Kiss was delightful.
Eileen Ferguson (Harry's daughter) and Ron Ross sang some of the
love songs of Burns accompanied by David Franco.
The evening
closed with members and guests joining hands for the singing of
Auld Lang Syne.

HAND MADE PAPER
A FINE ART

David Carruthers, son of member Hugh, came from Montreal by
train on a frightfully stormy, fogbound night, to talk to Club
members and guests the following day at the Minds on the Move
Luncheon on February 19.
Father and son have many years of
experience in creating and marketing hand made paper.
Numerous
fine books, some with buffalo hide covers, have been produced
on Carruthers papers for commemorative and important collectible
books. David described the difference between laid and wove
papers, discussed conservation of valuable book papers and earned
the rapt attention of an audience that included convervators and
technical craftsmen.

WHEN IS A PRINT
NOT A PRINT?

Thousands of neophyte art collectors are duped every year by
purveyors of commercial reproductions disguised as 'limitededition prints'.
While the press run of commercial reproductions
often means thousands of copies, true collectible art prints are
limited to the work of the artist with hand equipment and direct
involvement in the process. At Guest Night on February 19, Rudolf
Bikkers, head of printmaking at the Ontario College of Art,
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assisted by Ed Bartram, three students and a technical sDecialist
from the College, demonstrated a variety of printing techniques
that helped in the technical and aesthetic appreciation of the
Print Show then on the walls of the Club.
John Snell, Curator, introduced Rudolf who gave a review of the
art forms; serigraphs, block printing, lithographs, etchings,
intaglio and aquatints and combinations of methods. Because of
the hand work involved, happy accidents often enhance the
spontaneity of the prints. He emphasized that every print on the
walls was hand printed and, therefore, part of a limited edition.
After the introduction, the artists demonstrated their printmaking
as groups gathered around.
Everyone present received an original
serigraphic print.
Artists represented on the walls from February 15 to March 15 were
Rudolf Bikkers (lithographs, etchings and aquatints); Suzan Aikins,
recently returned from a year in Japan (woodblocks and silk
scrolls); Ed Bartram on staff of O.C.A. (intaglios, photo etching,
aquatints); and Ted Fullerton, on staff, Georgian College (lithographs).
In addition, the following artists were represented,
some being students who demonstrated the wide variety of fine art
printing processes:
Barbara McGill Balfour (lithograph); Patrick
Doyle (collograph); Ann Dragona (mixed media); David Graft
(intaglio), Tom Hoagh (drypoint etching); Al Letts (serigraphs);
Sheila C. McHugh (soft ground etching); Alan Parker (etching
aquatint); Cornelia Peckhart (etching aquatint), Revital (serigraph); Ivy Schaufler (collograph); Jan Taylor (lithograph); and
Jim Taylor (lithograph).
The archival cases supplemented and provided historic
contrast to the current avant-garde exhibition with the works of
Life Member A.J. Casson (serigraph); and past members:
Eric
Aldwinckle (woodcut); Nicholas Hornyansky (aquatint etching); and
Owen Staples (etching).

AN EVENING WITH
SIDNEY R. JOHNSON
AKA 'LORRAINE'

(

Newcomers who have been hearing about members Sid Johnson and Sid
Lorraine may have been confused. However, everything became clear
at the Members" Night on February 26 when the two men turned out
to be the same man with two separate lives.
Sid Johnson was introduced by Al Collier, who reminisced about
Sid's hilarious early days at Rapid Grip and Batten. He was the
art director and, on occasion, had been known to paint a shirt
and tie on his tanned and topless chest when meeting an important
client on a hot summer day.
Then, Past President Elmer Phillips conducted an interview with
Sid Lorraine and learned how Sid first became interested in magic
as a young boy, how he developed into a renowned magician, a
writer of articles and books on the subject, and for more than two
decades a magazine columnist.
With everything now clear, Sid Johnson appeared on stage as Sid

L
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Lorraine in his role of a sidewalk salesman selling Frasnia, an
elixir of his own making and guaranteed to cure almost all the
ills of mankind. He charmed us all.

GUESTS NIGHTS WITH
ALAN COLLIER

Just before leaving for the west and an exhibition of his paintings
in Calgary, Alan Collier took Club members and guests on a visual
trip through time and the Arctic.
On two evenings, March 19 and 20
(his birthday and that of Ruth Collier), he documented his early
days as a hard-rock miner while putting himself through O.C.A. and
studying at the Art Students' League in new York.
We saw interesting glimpses of early studio days in Toronto and
Club members 'on the brink of successful careers', as well as
shots of members on earlier painting expeditions.
Scenes in the
Arctic were followed by a calmly recorded and reported emergency
landing in frigid waters when a helicopter engine conked out.
Adrift, the crew and Alan were rescued in spite of hazardous
conditions. A thoroughly fascinating and exciting evening in the
Collier tradition.

BRUCE JOHNSON
EXHIBITION

Some internationally renowned illustrators were among the large
number of members and guests who attended the March 17 opening
of the show by Bruce Johnson that continues until April 19.
His works, versatile in technique and subject matter, include line
sketches that appeared weekly in the Montreal Star from 1966 to
1979 and were later published in book form; full colour
illustrations for the Saturday Evening Post, Weekend Magazine and
business firms.
The beautifully reproduced portfolios, of his
'Tribute to Port Hope' and Northumberland County, on view in the
Lounge, were based on a tour by the Architectural Conservancy of
Ontario.

LIFE MEMBERS

While all members of this Club are considered equal, Life Members
are just a little more equal. Their contributions to the Club go
back 45 years or more and much of what we now enjoy is the result
of what they did and enjoyed in times past and today. And to see
eight of them at the March 26 Members' dinner was a pleasure.
Alf Casson, Frank Denton, Chuck Matthews, Odric Smith, Harold
Sumberg, Herman Voaden and Wentworth Walker were on hand to
welcome Les Trevor into their ranks.
As was related by Past President John Morrow, Les Trevor's
contribution to the arts in general has been outstanding.
It was
during lunch at the Club that he first proposed formation of an
Art Directors Club of Toronto--at a time when such were often
labelled as unions. Dinners were held at this and other Clubs
with such distinguished speakers as Marshal McLuhan, Robert
Fawcett, Al Parker, Steven Dollanos, Al Dome, Milton Caniff and
others.

I
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He was a fine draughtsman and a competent sculptor (he modelled the
familiar seated figure of Timothy Eaton and the Eaton 1914-18 War
Memorial, as well as undertaking a number of other public
commissions.
However, it was in the theatre that Ivor's special genius
flourished. He played in countless productions and was a mainstay
of the Hart House Theatre company in its days of glory under
directors like Roy Mitchell, Bertram Forsyth and Edgar Stone. In
the mid-thirties, his performance in Napoleon Crossing the Rockies
won him the award for best actor in the finals of the Dominion
Drama Festival.

. ^^
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Ivor Lewis the actor was probably best known to Club members as
The Old King in our Christmas productions of The Chester Mysteries.
It was in this role that he made his very last stage appearance.
In poor health and none too steady on his feet, he once again
conjured up that indefinable magic--inherited, surely, from his
Welsh ancestors--that made his performances so memorable. The
strength of his acting derived not so much from a knowledge of
technique (he admitted to having none) as from an ability to
project a kind of electrical intensity--a way of communicating
that has been the stock-in-trade of Welsh spellbinders from David
Lloyd George to Richard Burton.
Born in the Vale of Neath, Glamorganshire, Ivor came to Canada at
the age of 12, studied at the Ontario College of Art and launched
his business career as an advertising art director. He was a
Charter Member of the Club and a faithful habitu6 until his death
in 1958.
He succeeded Napier Moore as President in 1936 and, not
unnaturally, took a special interest in the Club's stage
facilities and in the activities of our artist members.
Ivor
Lewis' presidential portrait is by Ernest Sampson, as is the
formal portrait in oils that now hangs in the Club.

ALL ABOUT PEOPLE
MEMBERS, OF
COURSE

. The Federal Government recently announced that a new coin will
soon replace the dollar bill. It will retain on the reverse side
the familiar canoe being paddled past a rocky island of pines by
an Indian and a voyageur. This design, which first appeared on
the 1935 silver dollar, was created by Emanuel Hahn, a well-known
sculpture and Club member who died in 1957.
(Note the E.H. to the
left of the Canoe.)
His bust may be seen in the Lamps Room
immediately to the left as you enter. Hahn also executed the Ned
Hanlon statue in Exhibition Park and the Sir Adam Beck Memorial on
University Avenue, as well as other coins and stamps.
The stamps
may be seen in the album on the shelf behind the Round Table.
. With its March-April issue, The Canadian Collector magazine
celebrated its 20th anniversary. Marian Hahn Bradshaw is the
Editor/Publisher, and Kay Kritzwiser a regular contributor.
. To add to her recent award of the Order of Canada, Laure Riese
will next month be inducted into the Order of St. Lazarus of

.-
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Jerusalem. This order, dating back to 1099, is known best for its
charitable work; at present it is helping finance the Armand
j
Frappier Institute, a centre of medical research in Montreal.
Laure
adds these two latest honours to her Legion of Honour and Palmes
academiques francaises.
. What we hope will be the first of many such events, Music At
Lunch, got off to a good start on February 26.
Stan King, our
genial organist, pianist and entertainer, introduced Robert Owen,
a soloist at Timothy Eaton Memorial Church. As a member of the
Canadian Opera Company, he participated in the recent production
of Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg, and is in the current production
of Aida.
The program showed his versatility as well as vocal range
with selections from Puccini, Verdi, Schubert, Sullivan and Clara
Edwards.
. Joan Murray, Director of the Robert McLaughlin Art Gallery in
Oshawa, reviews the latest art book in the bi-monthly magazine
The Art Post.
Copies are in the magazine racks.
. "A brave and accomplished showing", is how the current issue of
The Art Post sums up Rudolf Stussi's exhibition of oil paintings
at the Gallery 76 last fall.
. The Membership Telephone List and its recent update shows the
wrong Postal Code for the Club.
It should read M5G 1G7.
One
member remembers it this way:
Move Five Goddesses?
I've Got
Seven. We invite members to improve on that one!
. Member Ed Mirvish is being honoured on April 25 with the Man-ofthe-year award of The St. George's Society of Toronto. The
presentation is to take place at the annual Red Rose Banquet and
Ball in the Concert Hall of the Royal York Hotel.
. The Toronto branch of the Royal Commonwealth Society held its
annual dinner at the Albany Club on March 24 and a goodly number
of our members were there.
Members of the Society's Governing
Council include our Bruce Legge, Frank McEachren, Joseph Potts,
Norman Wright and Montague Larkin.
. New member Marion Bradshaw recently was active in celebrating
the second anniversary of the George R. Gardiner Museum of
Ceramic Art.
. Allen Paterson, Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens in
Burlington, is conducting a plant study tour of Scotland from
July 26 to August 10.
. David Ritchie's auction house recently had the honour of selling
some of the baby garments of King George VI.
Two pair of royal
undies went for $85; two pair of 'possibly royal' child's dresses
for $130 and another 'possible' dress for $60.

q
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Les was the first Canadian to be honoured by the American Institute
of Graphic Art, and he has won numerous international awards for
his work on annual reports, publications, histories and other
printed material. His creativity, superb sense of design, colour,
typefaces and paper can be seen in a number of the Executive Lists
in the Club.

BRUCE COOK MATSON

The Club lost another of its Life Members with the death of Bruce
Matson at the beginning of March. Bruce joined the Club in 1937
and was made a Life Member in 1982.
A civil engineer and a highly civilized man, Bruce numbered among
his interests photography, book- and print-collecting, and
He was an enthusiastic behind-the-scenes
jewellery designing.
worker in Napier Moore's Spring Reviews, begging, borrowing and
In his off hours he operated a farm north of
scrounging props'.
Oakville, which also served as headquarters for his bird-watching
activities. He is survived by his widow, Muriel Longwell Matson
of Oakville.

STANLEY S. COOPER

A long-time professional member of the Club, Stan Cooper died
recently. He was extremely active in the Club in the 50's when
he served on the Executive and as an activities/entertainment
annual Artists' Jamboree, a lively event that made generous use of
stage presentations.
models in its
He studied at the Ontario College of Art and at the Art Students'
League in New York. He returned to work with Sampson Matthews,
J. Walter Thompson and McLaren Advertising as an advertising
artist and agency art director. For seven years, until his
retirement, he taught advertising art at the Ontario College of
Art.

|/

ANOTHER VIEW OF
THE SAVAGE CLUB

I

Photography was one of his hobbies and he was one of the first
people to become interested in the large format of Hasselblad
Ill health had kept him from the Club in recent years.
cameras.

It may be useful for our members to know that on a recent business
trip to the United Kingdom, Harry Ferguson stayed at the Savage
club in London. He had a clean room with lots of closet space,
private bath, telephone but no television, all for the princely
Because he had to attend a
sum of 28 pounds sterling per night.
late night meeting at the Holiday Inn, Marble Arch, he was forced
to stay the night there. All that the Inn had over the Savage club
was a television. The bill was 148 pounds sterling per night.
The Savage bill included breakfast and he was made most welcome by
the 'Savages' who invited him to attend their Friday night dinner.
Says Harry, "With the money that I saved by my four-night stay at
the Savage club I more than covered my membership fees in our own
I think this might be a good point to bring up with members
Club.
who travel."
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MORE LIMERICKS

Monty Larkin had a limerick published in The Globe and Mail a while
ago in connection with the Q.C. controversy. We thought you'd like
to read it:
It is as natural, we think,
as mother's milk
To be different, shall we say,
from some ilk.
One likes to be seen
To counsel the Queen
Or, to put it more subtly, take silk.
We thought we'd never see the day,
These Liberals are uppity, I say.
Our plumage they ruffle
And we'll cause a kerfuffle
If our silk gowns they snaffle away.

ARCHIVES NOTES

The Archives continues its reorganization following the death of
Hunter Bishop. Many members have come forward to volunteer their
services and a full report will be presented to the Annual Meeting
next month. In the meantime, interest continues.
David Ritchie has donated two items.
Of major interest is Sixty
Years on the Arts Club Stage.
This is a catalogue produced by The
Arts Club of Chicago for its 60th anniversary in 1976. As well as
a photographic tour of the building, the booklet contains a 20page history of the club.
David's second gift is a catalogue of
the works of artist Grace Coombs exhibited last year at The
Heliconian Club.
Another gem for the Club's theatre archives has just been received.
From Bill Hemmerick, we now have 22 pages of Spring Revue script,
probably from the 1940's, some typed, some hand written and some
poetry.
Because the items are not dated and do not identify
writers or performers, some research will be necessary. Nevertheless, thanks very much Bill!
Archives would like to expand its collection of information on
current members. If you have a CV, background resume, magazine
article, newspaper clipping, a photograph or two, or anything with
information about yourself or other member, please send it to
Archives. Don't ask if we want it; the answer is yes.
Remember,
modesty is not a leading virtue at the A & L.
If you've got a
horn, toot it.
Send us your life story.
It'll have a good home.

IVOR RHYS LEWIS
President 1936-38

Even within a tribe of exceptionally talented people--the sort who
congregate in the hallowed halls of 14 Elm Street--Ivor Lewis was
a man of extraordinary versatility; a creator, a performer and an
executive.
Although he spent the greater part of his life in business and
became a Director of the hard-nosed Eaton organization, it was as
a creative artist and a stage performer that Ivor felt most
fulfilled.
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. Jack McNie, a member of a fact-finding mission to Central America
last
year, spoke to the Canadian Club of Hamilton recently.
He is
you unequivocably that Nicaragua is
quoted as saying: "I can tell
not the 'cruel, brutal Soviet-style state'
described by President
Reagan."
. Ned Hanson's Toronto Boys' Choir celebrated its
10th anniversary,
joined by The Hanson Singers, Peter Barnes baritone, and pianist
Lydia Adams, by giving a most rewarding concert of Canadian music
in the presence of the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario at St.
Andrew's Presbyterian Church in Toronto on February 23.
The
program included The Three Lady Motets by Past President Healey
Willan, and a delightful premiere performance of The Second Coming
by member Keith Bissell.

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Alan Collier, Harry Ferguson, Bill Haehnel, Monty Larkin, John
Lytle, John Morror, Ray Peringer, Hugh Walker, Wentworth Walker,
and John Watson.
Editor:
Howard Gerring.
Your contributions
are always welcome.
Deadline for the next issue:
June 6.
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SARTS & LETTERS CLUB OF TORONTO

June,

NEW OFFICERS
AND EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE 1986-87

At the annual meeting on May
office for the coming year:

29, the following were elected to

President
Vice President
Vice President (House)
Secretary
Treasurer
Counsel & Assoc. Sec.

David Franco
Michael Spence
William Matheson
Ernest Sirluck
Peter Large
John Lytle

Executive Committee
(To serve for one year)

Jack Carr
John Grayson
Roly Pincoe
David Fry
Reginald Haist

(To serve for two years)

Ray Peringer
John Snell
Malcolm McGrath
Rudolph Stussi
Sid Bersudski
William Rogers
Frederick Brock

Activities
Archives
Art (and Curator)
Cinema/Theatre
Communications
Finance
House
Library
Literary Table
Membership
Minds on the Move
Monthly Calendar
Music
Newsletter
Outdoor Sketching
Planning
Spring Show
Stage

Ted Brock
Ray Peringer
John Snell
Michael Spence
David Fry
Peter Large
William Matheson
David Skene-Melvin
Campbell Hughes
Jack Carr
Peter Hermant
John Renouf
Malcolm McGrath
Howard Gerring
Les Tibbles
Sid Bersudski
John McKellar
Roly Pincoe

4P

CHAIRMEN OF
COMMITTEES AND
ACTIVITIES 1986-87
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EXECUTIVE NOTES

. Members are reminded that they may pay for meals, refreshments
at the bar, tickets for evening activities or membership
fees by
Visa or Mastercard.
If you plan to use this new arrangement, provide the manager,
in
advance, with your card number and expiry date.
You are asked to fill out a regular meal slip for each individual
service when paying by charge card.
. The last issue of the Newsletter incorrectly identified Hugh
Westren as retiring from the Club.
He has retired as Chairman of
the Planning Committee because his work has taken him from the
country, but he is maintaining his membership.
. Harry Campbell has resigned as Librarian, and the Executive
has
asked David Skene-Melvin to assume that position. He has agreed.
. For the record:
the Club closed the agreement with the St.
George's Society to purchase 14 Elm Street at 3 p.m. on May
29,
the date of the 1986 Annual Meeting.
A company is to be incorporated for the purpose of holding
title
to the property, the name for such company to be decided on at
a
later date.
. Summer closing:
the Club will close on July 18 (last day) and
reopen on August 18 (first day open).
During that period
privileges will be available to members at the Royal Canadian
Military Institute, 426 University Avenue, at the Toronto Press
Club, 5 Wellesley Street West, and at the University Club of
Toronto, 380 University Avenue (the last up to August 1 only).
. Have your telephone numbers changed in recent months? What
about your address?
The Club is planning to produce a new
Membership Telephone List in the fall and would like to have
it
up-to-date. So, please let Tanya, our Office Administrator,
know
if changes have taken place or are likely to occur in the
next
few months.
. The campaign to raise money for the purchase of 14 Elm
Street
is well underway. Thirteen members make up a fund-raising
committee, and a number of other members have agreed to act
as
canvassers. All have made personal commitments to the fund.
However, the goal of $750,000 to be raised in one year by present
members requires more canvassers and the Club is seeking
volunteers. All will be welcomed by the committee and provided
with appropriate material (including a list of members to be
contacted).
If you are willing to participate, Peter Large
(481-0144) would like to hear from you.
. As Past President Ken Jarvis pointed out recently, here
is the
financial picture:
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Cost of building

$1,400,000

Cost of renovations

150,000

Total

$1,550,000

Cost to be met by:
600,000 (after tax)

money from investment
mortgage (starting in

raised by members

1987)

200,000

750,000
$1,550,000

The Elm Street property has three floors and a basement. The
second floor has offices and a conference room, and the third
floor has large studio space. There is a real opportunity to
utilize this space for the pleasure and convenience of members.

NEW MEMBERS

Clifford K. Boland, Member, is a marketing and human resources
management consultant, and a supporter of Canadian art, youth and
He is a founding member of Esprit Contemporain.
music.
Alan Carrie, Member, is a retired surgeon who helped organize
Metro Toronto's Ambulance Service. His hobby is photography and
in this he is a 'professional' with his own darkroom in which he
develops black and white and colour negatives and colour
transparencies.
Roger Carruthers, Member, is a teacher in Toronto who spent one
Singing has been one of his joys
year in China teaching English.
and it goes back to the days of the St. Mary Magdalene choir
under former Past-President Healey Willan.
Peter MacKinnon, Non-resident, is a music teacher at Trent
University who has expressed interest in our choral and music
activities.
Mary Bishop Rodrik, Non-resident, lives in Gilmour, Ontario, and
is a writer and director of the Franz Johnston/Paul Rodrik
Foundation. Currently she is researching a biography of Johnston.
Vivian Alice
Visual Arts,
teacher, she
illustration

Ludlow, Professional, is a teacher at the School of
Sheridan College, Oakville. Before becoming a
worked for eight years as a freelance animation,
and graphics artist.

Sue Polanyi, Professional, is a pianist, songwriter and a teacher
at the Institute of Child Study. We will likely see her involved
with the Spring Show.
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Ann Patricia Rothery, Professional, is a bookseller and a writer
whose work has appeared in a variety of journals. She'll be a
member of the Literary Table and help with the Library.
James Webster, Professional, has spent his business life with the
architectural profession in Toronto and is an avid photographer.
He is the immediate past president of the Toronto Guild for Colour
Photography, a member of the Photographic Society of America and
the National Association for Photographic Art.

1986 SPRING SHOW

'Fair Play' was the title of this year's spring revue held at the
Club April 28 to May 3. As always, it proved to be an enjoyable
evening.
The show began with a fast-moving number featuring tuneful music
by Jack Yocom, with words by Pat Hume, and included the simultaneous singing of two original songs.
Paul Lamek followed and explained why 'Fairweather Friends' were
the best kind!
The first sketch was the Canadian answer to Henry
Higgins teaching Eliza Doolittle to speak better English - Jean
Chretien and Brian Mulroney teaching Lady Diana how to speak
"Canadien". It was well written and performed and gave Chretien
an opportunity to explain that the City of 'Moose Jaw' was
probably named after our current Prime Minister!!
A colourful
medley of music followed which ended with a tribute to the missing
Bill Shelden. Bill himself was able to see the show on the final
night as a spectator and was given a standing ovation. Pat Hume
and Morna Wales were superb in a witty sketch by Doug Omand about
a couple who were 'happily' married for 30 years but finally the
wife was going to do something about it!
Cal Wilson and Brent
Rowe were next with an inspired piece of comedy entitled 'Dutch
Treat'.
Their dancing in wooden shoes was undoubtedly one of the
highlights of the show. Jim Morris gave us a 'sadder but wiser'
lonesome cowboy ballad, again by Doug Omand, and interspersed
throughout the show were three droll musical limericks written by
Wilf White and sung by Monty Larkin, all of which were very well
written, performed and received. Sid Johnson, alias Sid Lorraine,
gave us some excellent vintage Sid, where not only do we get
excellent magic but typical up-to-date topical humour.
The first half closed with a well-costumed review of the life and
loves of George Bernard Shaw which again featured Jack Yocom's
music and Pat Hume's words and direction.
The second act began with the company outlining the background of a
strange group of prospective trial jurors who, from time to time,
burst into song to the music and lyrics of Yocom and Hume. Cal and
Brent came back with a black-light dance of two skeletons--where do
these guys get all their original ideas? Newcomer Jo Currie was
featured next as the housewife who just wanted to break out of her
routine and be the pop star Madonna--a clever number performed with
flair. This piece and another very funny one in which Pat, Morna
and Sis starred as tired singers and dancers who struggled to
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continue to perform in 'Cats' were written by the talented Lisa
Lambert.
Eric Ford enjoyed being Sondra in Monty Larkin's wistful
song about life
in Washington away from By-Town and Lisa Lambert
played a young girl
talking on the telephone about the facts of
life
of Canadian banking to a well known caller.
Anne-Maria Hurle
and Elmer Phillips explained that they didn't
want to be fair-just
the best--and they are!
Michael Bliss skewered all
the
politicians in a wickedly funny sketch about tuna in a New
Brunswick restaurant and Paul Lamek and Gail Robinson did excellent
work in a humorous and ironic sketch written by Paul about the very
English lord and lady.
Congratulations
involved!

ANOTHER LIMERICK

to the producers and all

the many talented people

This one written by former member Keith MacMillan about PastPresident Healey Willan:
There was once an old Willan named Healey
From whose pen music flowed rather freely;
But to friends, 'twas the terse
And quite secular verse
He composed even more freely, really.

(

)UR WORLD
PAINTING

Osvald Timmas, as President of The Canadian Society of Painters in
Water Colour, participated in the official ceremony in London,
England, when the Diamond Jubilee Collection of the Society was
accepted into the permanent Royal Collection of Drawings and
The event took place at a formal
Watercolours at Windsor Castle.
reception at Ontario House in London, England, on March 12 when
Ontario Agent-General, Thomas L. Wells made the presentation to
Oliver Everett, Librarian at Windsor Castle, who responded as a
representative of The Queen.
Over 200 guests were present including representatives of Canada
House and all Provincial Houses, the President of The Royal
Watercolour Society, Maurice Sheppard, the Vice-President, Leslie
Worth, and Secretary Michael Spencer. The Diamond Jubilee
Collection was handsomely displayed on the walls.
As mentioned in a previous Club Newsletter, Ray Cattell, Patricia
Fairhead, Peter Haworth, Donald Neddeau, Tibor Nyilasi, William
Sherman, Rudolf Stussi and Osvald Timmas are represented in the
collection. Also represented in the collection are two daughters
of the late Laurie R. Greene, an amateur watercolourist who was a
Club member in the 1920's--Barbara L. Greene and Molly Greene
Mitchell.

p

. Thomas Chatfield presented a handsome collection of his art at
the Lourie Gallery from April 9 to 21. He combines a designed
realism with outlined forms of the landscape with echoes of
stained-glass brilliance.
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. Rudolf Stussi held an exhibition of his watercolours at the Albert
White Gallery from April 12 to May 8. The paintings, primarily of
buildings and houses, were accompanied by a self-portrait and one of
his wife Jacquie Jacobs. He and Jacquie also presented a selection
of their art at Cedar Ridge Creative Centre in Scarborough from May
27 to June 7.
Their works included watercolours and oils and ranged
over a variety of subjects.
. John Joy showed a handsome selection of watercolours and acrylics
at Eaton's Art Gallery from April 16 to April 28.
His exhibition
'Winter Images' ranged from Muskoka and Haliburton settings to
houses in downtown Toronto.
. Patricia Fairhead presented new paintings of The Queen Charlotte
Islands at the Roberts Gallery from April 22 to May 3. Her command
of the water colour technique,blended with her originality/
enchanted all who saw the show.
. Les and Mildred Tibbles welcomed guests to their Forest Heights
home from April 23 to 27.
His selection of watercolours and oils
gave a clear impression of his versatility in techniques and
subjects.
. Charles Pachter announced his exhibition of new paintings at
Gallery Moos in a unique way:
enclosed with the invitation to the
opening on April 26 were postcards of some of the works that could
be used by the recipients when writing to friends.
The variety of
themes was in the Pachter tradition, ranging from portraits of
distinguished Canadians to witty society genre and landscapes.
. Peter Large had his drawings of Niagara homes featured in an
exhibition at the Beverlee Lane Gallery in Niagara-on-the-Lake
from May 1 to 22.
. Christopher Adeney welcomed a throng of members and guests on
May 15 at the official opening of his exhibition on the walls of
the Club from May 12 to 30.
His soft and almost pastel-like
watercolours of landscapes, water and buildings give a strong
image of reality.
. The late Walter Coucill was a dedicated professional member of
the Club and his friends and patrons had an opportunity to review
his art at a retrospective at Eaton's Art Gallery from May 14 to
26.
They saw again examples of his range of talents and command
of diverse subject matter and media.
. Oswald Schenk floated a handsome exhibition of marine and landscapes at the Merton Gallery from May 26 to 31.
The watercolours
were of the east coast from Florida to Labrador. He also
included some of the Ontario landscape in winter.

COMMENTS BY
CURATOR OF
CLUB COLLECTIONS

An important acquisition and change in the Club Collection occurred
recently. Thanks to Lela Wilson and the Moore Gallery Ltd., the
York Wilson acrylic previously in our collection was exchanged for
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C
A.J. CASSON FETE

a major gouache (26" x 20") 'Paris Metaphor'.
As part of the
exchange we received a copy of the Paul Duval limited edition book
about York as well as the print 'Blue Opus', which has now been
framed and is included in the current summer exhibition. We are
very grateful to Lela for making this possible.

A fund-raising celebration of A.J. Casson's 88th birthday raised
$78,000 for research into Alzheimer's disease at Sunnybrook
Medical Centre in May.
Club member John Pollock and Life Member Allan Burton were the
principal organizers of the event and both were at the head table
together with Life Member Charles Matthews and member Alan
Collier who brought greetings from Canada's art community.

e

PETER HAWORTH
1892-1986

According to Al, other Club members at the affair (held in the
Canadian Room of the Royal York Hotel) included Past Presidents
John Yocom and Elmer Phillips, Life Member Randolph MacDonald,
E.J. Redelmeirer, Kenneth Clarke, Charles Pachter, Lyman Henderson,
John Inglis, Christopher Chapman, Franklin Arbuckle, Harry Ebbs,
Arthur Gelber, Sam Sharp, Leon Katz, Kathleen Kritzwiser, Richard
Mastin, Charles Millar, Harry Ross, Arthur Squires, Osvald Timmas,
Mackay Houstoun, Robert McMichael, Patricia Fairhead, Bryan
Vaughan, Jack Wildridge, Hugh Walker, Keith Reynolds, Lela Wilson
and Norman Hathaway.

"His back as straight as the cane he must carry, his cockatoo crest
of white hair not unlike the nimbus around the head of one of his
saints depicted in glass... But the bright Haworth twinkle still
belies that particular kind of saintliness."
So wrote Kay Kritzwiser in The Globe and Mail just a year ago-describing Life Member Peter Haworth who died in May of this year.
He was a member of the Royal Canadian Academy, the Canadian Group
of Painters, Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour, the
Ontario Society of Artists, and a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Arts, London, England.
Peter was born almost a hundred years ago in the Lancashire town
that rejoices in the Dickensian name of Oswaldtwistle. He studied
at the Royal College of Art and at the University of London,
served with distinction in the Royal Flying Corps, came to Toronto
in 1923 and became Director of Art at Toronto's Central Technical
School.
In 1939 he became Instructor in Design at the University
of Toronto. He was a highly accomplished draughtsman and watercolourist but he may be remembered most vividly for the splendid
stained-glass windows he designed for churches in Toronto,
Hamilton, Ottawa and Quebec City.
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On his 90th birthday in 1979, Peter was honoured at a dinner
arranged by the Club and presided over by York Wilson, at the
beginning of a month-long retrospective of his paintings and
window designs. He was respected as a teacher as well as a
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practitioner; in the words of his widow, the well-known painter
Bobs Cogill Haworth, "His ideas were precious but he gave them
to his students."

ARCHIVIST'S REPORT

As there was no time for the usual Archivist's Report at the Annual
Meeting, this report will be by way of a thank you to all who have
helped during the past year. Our main task was to distribute to a
wider range of members many of those duties assumed by Hunter
Bishop during his fruitful years as Archivist.
Hunter spent many days each year updating our membership list.
This will now be undertaken by the Membership Committee; John
Watson now writes the Past President profiles for the Newsletter;
John McLean has agreed to help sort the hundreds of photographic
slides and negatives that Hunter accumulated over the years.
Wentworth Walker has identified many of the photographs in our
files; he has also been a stabilizing influence during this
transition period. For assistance with the display cases, we thank
Leon Warmski, David Skene-Melvin and Hugh Anson-Cartwright. We
also thank John Scott for photographing each display for our records.
Ron Vickers is our main supplier of photographs for the archives
book, while Frank McKeown embellishes each page with his fine
calligraphy. A general thank you to those members who shower
archives with news clippings, photographs, magazine articles, and
gifts of an archival nature. Please keep up the good work during
the coming year.

ALFRED H. CHAPMAN
President 1940-1942

In the Mies van de Rohe pattern of commercial Toronto there are a
few buildings that still remind us of a more gracious (and
mercifully less inflation-bedevilled) era of corporate architecture.
Among these are (or were until recently) the Sterling Tower, the
Harbour Commission Building, the Star Building and the Simpson
Tower--not to mention the R.O.M., Havergal College, the C.N.E.'s
Princes' Gates, Holy Blossom Temple and the enchanting Sunnyside
Bathing Pavilion--all of them the imaginative work of firms headed
by the Club's 21st President, Alfred H. Chapman.
Alf Chapman--that rare bird, a native Torontonian--was educated
here and at L'Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. After an apprenticeship in New York, he returned to Toronto in 1918 and founded his
own firm in partnership with J. Morrow Oxley (father of member
He joined the Club in 1908 and succeeded Ernest
Loren Oxley).
Sampson as President in 1940.
An earlier chronicler has described Alf Chapman as "a member of
intense brevity in speech...a man whose vitality in the Club could
His absorbing interest was in
never be gauged by his speeches."
the formal rituals of the Club, especially those of the Christmas
Dinner and the Boar's Head Procession; perhaps they appealed to his
sense of architectural proportion and disciplined pageantry. He
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was also devoted to music and the theatre, was a great humanist and
a man of unfailing courtesy.
Alf Chapman died in 1949 after a long illness.
portrait is by Syd Hallam.

ALL ABOUT MEMBERS

His presidential

. Non-resident member David Turnbull (St. Catharines) has been
appointed honorary chairman of the Toronto chapter of the Royal
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce.
The Society was founded in 1754.
. Cam Finley, general manager of CJRT-FM announced recently that
the station will be available to northern Ontario communities this
fall when its signal is beamed to a satellite and reflected back
for pick-up by cable companies.
. Jim Parr has taken umbrage with "dealers who are in the business
of flogging art telling us how respectful we should be of the
property they are so anxious to get rid of."
It's all the result
of two Australians who purchased a Picasso linocut print, cut it
up into 500 pieces and are selling them at $135 U.S. each.
In a
letter to The Globe and Mail he raised a point to ponder:
"Will the
purchaser who gets an eyelash or two have a less promising property
for resale than the lucky person who gets a bit of bellybutton?"
. A Canadian Museum of Photography has appeared on the Toronto
scene and will be holding an exhibition of Richard Harrington's
work next spring at College Park. One of the honorary trustees of
the Museum is Floyd Chalmers; donors include Arthur Gelber and
Charles Pachter.
. Michael Bliss is another Club member who has written to The Globe
and Mail. Michael dealt with extra billing:
"Some years ago
universities were forbidden to charge tuition fees higher than
levels sanctioned by the provincial government. We now have cheap
university education in Ontario in every sense of the word, and the

students are the losers."

. Does Leon Katz hold the record for the largest painting owned by
a member?
He has just commissioned artist Bill Wrigley to paint a
mural, Portrait of Toronto, on the outside of a building Leon owns
at 308-310 Adelaide Street West. The mural measures 60' x 25' and
will have portraits of about 15 people in it when completed.
Rumour has it that Leon is one of the 15.
The building is within
walking distance of the Club and you may want to wander over there.
. Walter Pitman, executive director of the Ontario Arts Council,
had a thoughtful article published in The Globe and Mail in recent
weeks. He made the point that public funding of the arts at the
federal and provincial levels has been a positive factor in the
cultural explosion in this country since publication of the Massey
Report in 1951 (Vincent Massey was president of this Club 1920-22).
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. As with our own Club, many others are also involved in raising
money. The Toronto Commandery of the Military Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem held an Emerald Ball on behalf of the
Palliative Care Foundation of Canada. Among Club members at the
affair were Frank McEachren, Douglas Breithaupt, Edmund Bovey,
Bruce Legge and Norman Hathaway.
. Doug Tushingham's most recent book, Excavations in Jerusalem:
1961-67, is a paperback. But what a paperback! Published in
March, it has 528 pages, is illustrated with 182 plates, 91
figures, two maps, 21 plans and 84 sections.
It comes in a box
with 39 unbound sheets of maps, plans and sections and is priced
at $145.
Doug directed the Armenian Garden excavation in the old
city as part of an international expedition.
. Member John Drainie who died in 1966 was the subject of a recent
Mavor Moore column in The Globe and Mail. According to Mavor,
Drainie was probably the most admired radio actor in the world at
the time but was the personification of a Canadian tragic theme-internationally recognized but at home nowhere to go but down or
sideways. One of the annual awards of the Canadian Cinema,
Television and Radio Artists is the John Drainie award for
distinguished contribution to broadcasting.
. David Ritchie of D & J Ritchie Auctioneers, is profiled in the
May/June issue of Canadian Collector. The report tells how David,
a metallurgical engineer by profession, got into the auction
business quite by accident, and developed his company to a fulltime staff of ten. The same issue has an article by Arnold
Edinborough on the new home of the Nova Scotia Art Gallery in
Halifax. Kay Kritzwiser and Joan Murray also make their usual
contributions to the magazine.
. In the May issue of City & Country Home, Kay Kritzwiser presented
a brief history of the art of flower paintings. Due credit is
given to J.E.H. MacDonald and his 1916 painting Tangled Garden.
Kay says that it was largely through this painting that MacDonald
"became the lyric force behind the Group of Seven."
The same issue
shows a beautiful photograph of a bronze head of Shakespeare
sculpted by Past President Cleeve Home, on permanent display at the
Stratford Festival. And among the notables pictured in a photostory of the 1986 Champagne Express to Stratford, we recognize
Arthur Gelber. There's even a pen portrait by Charles Pachter.
. Speaking of Charles Pachter, the April issue of the same magazine
featured a visit to his downtown home and studio on Grange Park.
And Charles has been exhibiting. His recent exhibition at Gallery
Moos was favourably reviewed in L'Express de Toronto, the Frenchlanguage weekly. The headline said it all, "The presence of an
intelligent and cultured man."
. When the United States wanted a motion picture of its space
exploration program for showing at Expo 86, guess who they got
to make it?
Our own non-resident member Christopher Chapman
(Sunderland, Ontario).
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. And when David Mitchell was organizing a seminar and dinner on
the subject of 'The Joys of Collecting' for the Beckett Gallery
in Hamilton, he got two of his speakers from our Club:
nonresident member Hugh MacMillan (Rockwood, Ontario) spoke about
collecting Canada's history and the art
of gifting to public
institutions;
Arnold Edinborough spoke on collecting--passion or
obsession.
. Another award program has just
been launched:
the Glenn Gould
Prize intended to recognize an exceptional contribution to music
and its
communication through the use of any of the communication
technologies.
The international prize, to be presented every
three years, consists of $50,000 and a work of art
to be created
by a Canadian artist.
The Canada Council will administer the
program.
The prize fund was launched by a cornerstone contribution
from Floyd Chalmers, and the proceeds of the 1985 International
Bach Competition were added to the fund.
. Member Jack Michell has been elected President of the Toronto
Guild for Colour Photography to succeed new member Jim Webster.
. In April the Jane Mallett Theatre Fund Committee presented a
nostalgic Evening with Spring Thaw.
It was presented with help
from Mavor Moore and Herbert Whittaker.
Three pieces on the
program were by Mavor, and a 1975 television piece in which Heath
Lamberts appeared was shown.
In the Jane Mallett Theatre (the former St. Lawrence Centre Town
Hall) many actors, musicians, dancers, writers and others are
being remembered in a Hall of Fame, including:
Sterndale Bennett,
Robert Christie, Eric Aldwinkle, Herman Geiger-Torel, Merrill
Denison, John Drainie, Reginald Godden, Nicholas Goldschmidt,
Frederick Manning, Donald McGibbon, Walter and Ida Pitman, Dennis
and Maggie Sweeting, Gordon Vogt, and Herbert Whittaker.
. Tuzo Wilson, chancellor of York University and the retired
director-general of the Ontario Science Centre, was one of five
people from three continents to be honoured as the first
winners
of the Britannica Awards.
Clair Stewart, on behalf of the
Encyclopedia Britannica, was host of a banquet at the York Club
where Tuzo received his award--a gold medal and a cheque for

$15,000.

. Editor's note:
recently I asked John Wevers if he would let
me
know what he is doing these days.
Members will be interested in
the note he sent me:
"My work for the past 25 years or so has been the preparation of
critical
editions of the Septuagint, the Alexandrian translation
of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek in the third century BCE.
To that end all extant Greek manuscripts before the age of
printing are carefully collated (for the Pentateuch there are over
100 such); then I collate all the fragmentary papyri remains, all
the sub-versions (for my books these are Old Latin, Arabic,
Classical Armenian, Ethiopic, Bohairic, Sahidic, Palestinian
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Syriac and the Syro-hexaplar), as well as the Greek and Latin
patristic quotations (for the Greek Fathers I arbitrarily limit it
to the first five Christian centuries).
Then I try on that basis
to reconstitute the original text as closely as possible, record
the variant readings by text families for the Go'ttingen
Septuaginta. I am responsible for the Pentateuch, and am now
working on the last book--Exodus. All the others are out, i.e.
Genesis, Leviticus (this year).
Numbers and Deuteronomy.
Finishing the Exodus manuscript (each book consists of two volumes,
the edition proper and a monograph on the Text History of the book)
should take me another two years. I'm not sure if this is what you
want, but I can't see how I could make it any shorter."

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Alan Collier, Montague Larkin, Richard Mastin, John Michell, Ray
Peringer, John Snell, John Watson and Jack Wildridge.
Editor:
Howard Gerring. Your contributions are always welcome. Deadline
for the next issue:
the first Friday in August--August 1. Please
make a note.
The scratchboard drawings made especially for this issue of the
Newsletter are of gargoyles in the Great Hall.
They are the work
of Past President John Morrow and, in the opinion of some who
have seen them, are the equal of J.E.H. Macdonald's famous woodcuts.
We have been unable to discover any information about the
carvings.
It is thought that they were done when the Club moved
into St. George's Hall and undertook extensive renovations.
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NEWS FROM
THE EXECUTIVE

1986

In January, then-President Ken Jarvis formed a committee to consider
whether the Club should make recommendations to the federal government concerning Canadian culture with respect to trade negotiations
with the United States. The committee is chaired by Ernest Sirluck
with other members being Louis Applebaum, Arthur Gelber, Lyman
Henderson, Norman McMurrich, Rudi Stussi and Jack Carr (secretary).
Committee research has largely been conducted by interviewing
invited guests:
- Louis Applebaum, co-author of the Report of the Federal Cultural
Policy Review Committee (a.k.a. the Applebaum-Hebert Report);
- Curtis Barlow, President of the Canadian Conference on the Arts,
which represents over 600 arts-related organizations;

<

- Roy Lee, President, and Campbell Hughes, Past President, of the
Canadian Book Publishers Council;
- Wayne Clarkson, Chairman of the Ontario Film Development
Corporation;
- Kevin Doyle, Editor of Maclean's;
-

Bernard Ostry, Chairman of TV Ontario;

- Earl Rosen, Executive Director of the Canadian Independent Record
Producers Association;

/

I
I

1

- Peter Herrndorf, Publisher of Toronto Life, who also has a background in radio, TV and newspapers;
- The Hon. Lily Munro, Minister of Citizenship and Culture, Province
of Ontario.
Currently, the committee is drafting a report on its findings to be
discussed with the Executive and presented to the Club.
Consideration will then be given to presenting a brief to the government on
behalf of the Club.
. Other matters in brief:
John Snell has announced that Mary George
has been appointed Assistant Curator...Sis Weld, John Spence and
Malcolm McGrath have joined the Planning Committee...Communications
Chairman David Fry reports the committee is working on the concept
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of preparing an Honour Roll to list the names of those who have made
an outstanding contribution to the Club.
THE BUILDING FUND

The 'kick off' dinner for the Club's Building Fund Campaign
will be
held at the Club on Wednesday, September 10 and it will
be followed
by two events in October and a fourth one in November.
Lyman Henderson will be the keynote speaker on September 10
and
Peter Large and Sal Nasello will report on the campaign up to
that
date.
Sid Bersudsky will have information on the Planning
Committee's suggested improvements to the building, and President
David Franco will preside. The time:
6:30 for 7. Please note that
this is a Members Only dinner meeting.
On Thursday, October 16, there will be a special preview at
the Club
of items donated for a Building Fund Auction. The
auction will be
held the following week--on Friday, October 24--at member
David
Ritchie's Gallery at 429 Richmond Street East from 6:00
to 10:00 p.m.
Admission is by catalogue purchase of $8.00.
SMembers are now being asked to donate quality items of art,
along
with art books, sculpture, and interesting memorabilia. Archivist
Ray Peringer is searching the archives for valuable, but duplicated
material for the auction. Further information about this
event will
2 be mailed to members in the next few weeks.
On Wednesday, November 26, a special Musical Evening for
members and
guests will be held as part of the fund-raising activities.

NEW MEMBERS

E

Dr. Kenneth McNaught, Professional, is a writer and lecturer,
formerly on the faculties of the universities of Winnipeg
and
Toronto, and a visiting lecturer in the U.S., Britain, West
Germany
and Japan. He has published books on history and biography
and is
interested in sketching, life drawing and the Literary
Table.
Nona Ambrose, Member, is interested in music, ballet
and opera.
some years she has been a 'willing volunteer' in
organizing the
hostess operation of the Spring Show.

For

Thomas Whitby Robinette, Member, is a retired
lawyer and part-time
student at the Ontario College of Art. He is interested
in drawing,
painting, literature and music.
Jean Edwards, Professional, has sung professionally
for many years
with the Canadian Opera Company and other organizations.
She joins
her husband Stanley, and son Douglas, as members of the
Club,
thereby getting into our own Book of Records.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
IN THIS ISSUE

Past President John Morrow has come up with another
identify the ten individuals he has illustrated for
The Newsletter.
To help you, they are shown in the
disciplines as in our LAMPS.
But be cautious, some

contest:
this issue of
order of their
were skilled
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in several branches of the arts.
issue.

BOTANICAL GARDENS
OUTING

The answers are given later

in

this

Thirty members and guests enjoyed the outing to the Royal Botanical
Gardens on June 28, travelling there by bus, stopping en route to
pick up the Larkins, and meeting the Carrs at the RBG.
Non-resident member Allen Paterson, Director of the Gardens, outlined
the history of the Gardens, related useful anecdotes and tips on how
best to enjoy the many sections of the property.
There was a tour of the newly opened Mediterranean Gardens filled
with exotic plants and with special equipment to control the climate.
This was followed by a visit
to the famous Rose Garden for an hour
of viewing and picture taking before a buffet lunch overlooking the

garden.
' "-'
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lAW FESTIVAL
TRIP SEPT. 27

After lunch, a short bus ride was made to the Laking Perennial Garden
to view iris,
delphinium and other colourful blooms.
From there the
group moved to the Rock Garden, now shown in all
its
glory on the
front and back covers of the current Metropolitan Toronto telephone
directory.
After a drive through the Arboretum area the group
returned to Toronto.

For another pleasant Club outing to the Shaw Festival, reserve
Saturday, September 27.
The play will be Arms and the Man, and the
arrangements will be similar to last
year's sell-out
event.
A
chartered air-conditioned bus will leave the Club at noon and arrive
at Niagara On-the-Lake in time for the 2 p.m. performance.
Erika
will supply picnic lunches on request.
After the play, it's
to Sis Weld's charming home for cocktails and
then to dinner in a private room at the Pillar
and Post.
Home about
10 p.m.
Final details will appear in the September calendar.
But
don't wait, reserve now.

OUR WORLD
OF ART

. Of the 77 works in the current (until
August 31) AGO exhibition,
A Century of Printmaking in Canada, almost half were produced by
Club members over the years.
Among the items on display are good
screen and
examples of etching, engraving, drypoint, silk
lithography.
A copy of the informative catalogue is on display in

the library.
. Charlie Pachter, who seems to have a monopoly on the Canadian
flag, was shown in full
colour in The Toronto Sun wearing a T-shirt
he created with his favourite non-moose motif and a huge setting
sun.
Charlie also produced a fine-line drawing of Robert Gage, who
was the subject of an article
in the June issue of City & Country
Home magazine.

..
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. Past President John Morrow's scratchboard drawings in the last
issue of The Newsletter have created 'considerable'
interest.
A

·
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member of the Salmagundi and the National Arts Clubs in New York
telephoned him about the technique, as did two Club members.

Sigroup
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MEMBERS IN
THE NEWS

. Rudolph Stussi and his wife Jacquie Jacobs were among nine
Florence Group artists
who held an exhibition of prints, paintings
and drawings at the O'Keefe Centre from June 30 to July 27.
The
of
College
the
Ontario
of
graduates
of
the
some
represents
Art who studied at the Florence (Italy) campus established and
nurtured by Franklin Arbuckle.

. One of the nicest and informed music programs being heard on FM
radio these days is hosted every Sunday by Past President David
Ouchterloney.
It is presented on CFMX Cobourg from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
. The lovely stone farmhouse owned for 44 years by Ken Clarke and
his wife Peggy in Pickering was featured in the April-May issue of
Canada Century Home magazine.
It was built
by Scottish stonemasons
in 1841 and was purchased by the Clarkes when they decided to live
in a rural area.
Now city growth has caught up with them and they
are planning to move further away.
. And while on the subject of country living, Dan Needles had an
article
in the June issue of City & Country Home magazine.
Like a
number of Club members, Dan bought an abandoned farm eight years
ago and the story was intended to "pass along the lessons he has
learned to other hopeful part-time farmers".
. Recent member Edmund Bovey, chairman of the federal government
Task Force on the Funding of the Arts, reported recently on its
recommendations.
Among them were:
a 125 per cent tax write-off for
private donations to the arts,
50 per cent tax deductions for memberships in Canadian museums and subscriptions to literary
magazines, a
proposal to allow artists
to pay their income taxes with works of
art
assessed at fair
market value, and a 50 per cent write-off of
half the cost of a first-time
purchase by an individual of a work of
a living Canadian artist
up to a total
of $2,500 a year.
. Non-resident member Jonathon Boulton, son of our late member Dacre
Boulton and now a lecturer in heraldry at Notre Dame University,
and growth of heraldry in the Middle Ages' at the
spoke on 'The rise
annual Spring meeting of the Heraldry Society in London on April 19.
It was the first
time anyone outside of Europe had received such an
invitation and it came from The Education Officer of the Royal
Armories of Her Majesty, The Tower of London.
While there, Jonathon
had a meeting with the company publishing his book 'The Knights of

the Crown'.
. With the passing of Rudy Vallee on July 4 at age 84, the custom of
exchanging Christmas cards for many years came to an end for recent
member Tyrrell Morrow.
She met Rudy at the peak of his career when
she sang with the Swing Kids Quartet on the Fleischman Hour broadcast by NBC from Rockefeller Center in New York.
It was during an
interesting period of Tyrrell's
life
and you might like to ask her
about it.
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* Non-resident member George Hostetter, the first
living Canadian to
have a wine named after
him, retired this summer.
The sparkling
wine, Brights Hostetter Trockenweiss, is number 125955 on the Liquor
George is also the only Canadian
Control Board of Ontario listing.
recipient of the American Wine Society Award of Merit.

/ K

. When Justice Minister John Crosbie introduced a bill
to regulate
pornography, two of our members quickly voiced their objections in
letters
that appeared on the same day in The Globe and Mail:
John Watson wrote, in part, "Sex, as we all
know, was invented by the
French in the 1890s, patented by the Americans in the 1920s and discovered by the British in the 1950s.
It
is now to be abolished by
Newfoundland in the 1980s."

8

Edward Moroney wrote:
"From the looks of the proposed legislation
concerning pornography, it is obvious that the time has come to get
sex out of the movies and back into the hotels and choir lofts,
where it belongs."
On the same page, Past President John Irwin had a letter
regarding
the heading on a news item which read:
'Vera Lynn Leaves Audience
in Tears'.
John wrote:
"No wonder, when you read that 'she got a

standing ovation when she walked on stage in

a purple chiffon gown,

her Burma Cross (sic) and three other medals pinned to her breast'.
Ouch!"
. Arthur Gelber, Special Advisor to Citizenship and Culture Minister
Lily Munro, is now studying a brief submitted by the Toronto Theatre
Alliance.
It expresses the fear that a number of viable
performance spaces will plummet with the imminent closing of the
Adelaide Theatre and the possible closing of the Poor Alex.
The
report recommends the funding of the two theatres, both to be
operated by an artistic
board and accessible to companies without
their own performance space.
. Joan Murray has an article
in the summer issue of Art Impressions
entitled 'The Essential Glen Loates'.
. Austin Clarke is featured in the cover story of the July 31-Aug.6
issue of Now, a weekly entertainment tabloid.
The subject was the
of Austin's latest
book, Nine Men Who Laughed, in the
series.
Penguin short fiction

d ylaunching

~
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. Arnold Edinborough is president of The Council for Business and
the Arts.
A recent position paper of the council is used to introduce a trio
of articles
on corporate support of the arts
in the
July issue of Performing Arts in Canada.
. In the same issue, there is a report of this year's Guelph Spring
Festival and Nicholas Goldschmidt, artistic
director of the Festival,
is featured.
Nick is leaving after
the '87 Festival, but is quoted
from
in the summer issue of Opera Canada as saying "I'm only retiring

the GSF".
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. New member Frank Feather, who spoke at our March Minds on the Move
luncheon, is quoted in the July 19th issue of The Toronto Star in an
article dealing with the urge to work at home. Frank predicts that
the percentage of the at-home workforce, fuelled by "the electronic
revolution" is growing at the rate of one point a year and that onethird of the labour force in Canada will be based in their homes at
least part time in the next 10 to 15 years.
. All members of Board of Directors and the Advisory Committee of
CJRT-FM Inc. were re-elected at its annual meeting, including General
Manager Cam Finley, Ed Bovey, Frank Stone and Past President Jack
Yocom.

ARCHIVES NOTES

The archives cases have recently had two displays of quite different
interest. M.O. Hammond was a charter member of the Club who died in
1936.
He was a journalist, photographer and historian. A sampling
of his works appeared in the cases during May and June.
The photographs of Toronto earlier this century were made available from the
Ontario Archives through Leon Warmski.
This was followed by a display of the Art of Sherlock Holmes--copies
of paintings mentioned in the Arthur Conan Doyle writings of
Sherlock Holmes. The display commemorated the visit to the Club on
June 20 of many members of The Bookmakers of Toronto, Canada's
Sherlockian Society. The display was mounted by new Club member
Ann Rothery.
At the request of the Building Fund Committee, the Archives Committee
is preparing an inventory of items to be considered for sale to help
raise funds to purchase our building. Reports are made regularly to
the Executive Committee to ensure that only non-Club or duplicate
items will be sold. Members' comments, suggestions and advice in
this regard would be most welcome.

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Our "thank you" to Tony Adamson, Ted Brock, Jack Carr, John Morrow,
Ray Peringer and Michael Spence.
Editor:
Howard Gerring. Your
contributions are always welcome. Deadline for the next issue:
Friday, October 3.

CONTEST ANSWERS

1. Samuel Johnson, 1709-1784, English author and lexicographer.
2. Thomas Carlyle, 1795-1881, Scottish author. 3. Leon Battista
Alberti, architect, who wrote the first modern treatise on
architecture since Roman times. 4. Giovanni Bernini, 1598-1680,
Papal architect, sculpture and painter. 5. Frederic Chopin, 18101849, Franco-Polish composer, who established the piano as a solo
instrument.
6. Johannes Brahms, 1833-1897, German composer and among
the greatest in symphonic music.
7. Tintoretto, 1518-1594, Italian
painter well represented in the Louvre. 8. Sofonisba Anguissola,
1532-1625, Italian painter and first woman to become an internationall
celebrity as an artist. 9. Ben Jonson, 1572-1637, English actor,
dramatist and poet. 10. As a bonus:
Rene Descartes, 1596-1650,
French philosopher, Mathematician, scientist and founder of analytic
geometry.
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MEMBERSHIP NOTES
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1986

. A new Membership Telephone List is now in preparation.
If your
telephone number in the current List (published in 1985) or in the
Supplement (issued in January, 1986) is incorrect, please inform
Tanya Varmuza at the Club office, 597-0223.
. As of Sept.

24,

our membership

Total membership
Resident professionals
Resident members
Non-residents
Life members
Honorary members
Number of women members

statistics

were:

501
219
151
105
24
2
38

There is still
room for more Resident Members and Professionals.
Our constitution places the limit of such members at 450, of whom
no more than 180 can be Resident Members.
Consequently, we can
take in up to 29 additional Resident Members and over 50 more
professionals.
Although we have had an influx of new members over
the last
year, we have also suffered losses, due to resignations,
deaths, moves out of town, or whatever.
There has been a net gain
in membership, but at the very least we must keep up with the losses.
So, do you know any potential new members, people who would love and
enjoy the Club as much as we now do, and who would take part in Club
activities?
Please give it some thought.
. Recently, the Executive approved a change in the initiation
fee,
to take effect in the new year:
a $300 fee will now be required for
both Professional and Member categories.
It will not apply to
Junior or Non-Resident categories.

I

. Last month, 23 new members were formally introduced to the Club at
the two Members' Dinners.
To date, we have another 57 yet to be
introduced.
Because of the large number of new members still
to be
introduced, the format has had to be changed.
Instead of introducing all
the new members at one time, we will be introducing them
in groups of 12 - 15 at each Members' Dinner through the year.
The
new members will be contacted by the Membership Committee more or
less in order of when they joined the Club.
Once a specific date
for their introduction has been established, their sponsors will be
contacted and encouraged to be present at the same time.
In order
not to delay the evening's program, the introductions will be made
by a representative of the Membership Committee.

,H
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In the meantime, we hope that those new members not yet contacted
will realize that they are not prohibited from attending Members'
Dinners. On the contrary, we look forward to having you with us
on any or all Club evenings. This is your Club, too.

. New members who have joined recently include:
Diane Kruger, Non-Resident, was a forensic examiner at the Centre of
Forensic Sciences, Toronto, but is now studying law at the University
of Windsor. She expects to visit Toronto periodically on business
and hopes to make active use of the Club. Her interests include
painting and literature.
She has had professional experience as a
book illustrator.
Harley Morden, Professional, is Director of Design and Staging
Operations at CFTO-TV. Harley graduated from the University of
California (Davis) with Bachelor and Master of Fine Arts (Theatre
Design) degrees. He is interested in ceramics, drawing and painting
and has a collection of eskimo art.
Lily Munro, Non-Resident, is the Minister of Citizenship and Culture,
Province of Ontario.
She has an Hon. B.A., an M.A. (Educational
Psychology) and a Ph.D.
She has been Director of Continuing
Education at McMaster University and Co-ordinator of Institutional
Research of the Athabasca University, Edmonton. Her interests
include Canadian theatre, dance and cultural activities.
Gerald Nash, Non-Resident, is a barrister and solicitor, Trustee of
Brock University, former Governor of the University of Toronto,
Chairman of Trinity College, Honorary Life Member of the Welland
Historical Society and is interested in decorative arts, archaeology
and local history.
Murray L. Barrett, Professional, is art consultant at the Barrett
Gallery of Fine Art, and previously was publisher of the literary
magazine Dialog for 14 years. He has studied goldsmithing at
Instituto Allende in Mexico and is interested in painting, sculpture
and metal arts.
He is a past-president of the Metal Arts Guild.
Jeanie Hersenhoren, Member, has a strong interest in drama and
travel. A member of the Heliconian Club, and past-president of the
Central Ontario Drama League, she is a former governor of the
Dominion Drama Festival and has been a freelance organizer, director
and guide for cultural excursions in the U.S. and Canada. Her late
husband, Sammie, was a popular and long-time active professional
member of this Club.
Barry W. Mitchell, Professional, is an economist turned sculptor.
He is the owner of The Metals Gallery Ltd. where his own work is
displayed. Barry is interested in all the visual arts.
Corinne McLuhan, Member, is president, McLuhan Associates Ltd., a
former high school teacher of literature, public speaking and
dramatics, and Assistant Professor in the Speech Dept., University
of Texas. The late Marshall McLuhan was Corinne's husband, and she
edited and proofread all of his books.

- -
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Elizabeth Dingwall, Junior Professional, is a student at the Georgian
College of Graphic Design and Jewellery in Barrie, Ontario and a
She has made
member of the Society of Graphic Designers of Canada.
cartoons for
prepared
has
and
illustrations for audio-visual programs
in
interest
active
an
has
she
The Bootmakers of Toronto. As well,
stage.
photography, film, literature and
Thomas H. Best, Professional, is a book publisher but not with his
father's company, T.H. Best Printing Co. (Tom's father is doug Best).
Tom worked for publishing houses in Edmonton and Vancouver before
He is interested in
returning to Toronto to join Key Porter Books.
Sutherland's son-inDon
also
is
Tom
literature, theatre and music.
law.
John D. Sutherland, Junior Professional. Having graduated from
Queen's University, he is involved in book publishing, like his
He is interested in literature,
brother-in-law, Tom (see above).
film, music and ceramics. His potential interests in the Club are
the Spring Revue and the Literary Table.

ARCHIVES

For 66 of its 95 years, St. George's Hall has meant home for the Arts
When the 12-year old Club moved from Adelaide
& Letters Club.
Street to 14 Elm Street in 1920, only the more daring members fantasized that one day the building would belong to the Club.
To celebrate this fantasy come true, the current archives display
To ensure
cases present the story of St. George's Hall and the Club.
it will
display,
important
this
view
to
opportunity
that all have the
to
contributed
have
they
whether
Members,
Christmas.
remain until
to
time
the
take
should
considering,
still
are
or
the Building Fund,
presentation.
unique
this
examine carefully

LIBRARY NOTES

At the request of the Executive, David Skene-Melvin
Editor's note:
for the Library. He has a number of
responsibility
has undertaken
and his first report follows:
resource,
plans for making it a useful
On behalf of the Club, the Librarian wishes to thank two of our
members:
Kenneth R. Bartlett for a copy of Giovanni Della Casa's Galateo,
translated, with an introduction and notes, by Konrad Eisenbichler
and Kenneth R. Bartlett (Toronto: Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies; 1986, [Renaissance and Reformation Texts in
Translation Series No.2]);
Austin Clarke has donated a copy of his Nine men who laughed,
Toronto: Penguin Books Canada; 1986 (Penguin Short Fiction).
The Library
member. In
classified,
by or about
lacking.

is anxious to receive copies of any book by or about a
time, after the present collection is recatalogued and
the Librarian hopes to produce a 'wants list' of titles
past members, regardless of subject, that currently are
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The Library also welcomes donations of books relating to the development and history of the arts and letters in Canada in general and in
Toronto (and Ontario as a whole) specifically, as well as books
dealing with the history of clubs.
In the case of duplicates, the
Library will keep the best copy and the other will be put aside for
future Building Fund Book Sales.
. Lovat Dickson's new book, The Museum Makers - the story of The Royal
Ontario Museum, made its appearance this month. In it Lovat conveys
the whole sweep of the ROM's more than 75-year history. He begins it
with the museum's founders--Edmund Walker (grandfather of Wentworth
Walker) a farm boy who became a bank president and a member of our
Club, and Charles Currelly, a theology student who became an archaeologist--and how they pursued their dream of creating a great museum.
It also covers the genesis of its holdings, such as the world-famous
Chinese collections and the dinosaur skeletons discovered in the
Alberta badlands, as well as the role of member Bill Swinton who was
Director of the museum for three years.
. Claude Bissell's second and concluding volume of his vincent Massey
biography, The Imperial Canadian - Vincent Massey in Office, has been
released by the University of Toronto Press.
The first volume, The
Young Vincent Massey, published five years ago, dealt with Massey's
life to age 47, during which time he served as President of this Club
1920-22.
This volume covers, among other matters, Massey's chairmanship of the
Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and
Sciences, and how, when he became Canada's first native-born Governor
General he was able to influence implementation of the commission's
major recommendation, the establishment of the Canada Council.

o~FIr
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. Robert McMichael has written a book--One Man's Obsession--about his
dream to create the McMichael Canadian Collection. Published by
Prentice-Hall Canada Inc., it was launched at the Club on October 9.
The globe and Mail devoted an entire page to his book on September 27
with photographs of Robert and Signe McMichael and a reproduction of
the beautifully designed jacket painting by A.J. Casson. Robert has
made a valuable contribution to Canada's cultural heritage by
collecting works of the Group of Seven and other famed Club members,
and his book is a handsome record of his pursuit of excellent art and
his frustrations with bureaucracy.
. Toronto, No Mean City, an architectural history of Toronto by late
member Eric Ross Arthur (1898-1982) has been reissued in paperback by
the University of Toronto Press. It was first published 22 years ago
and sold in hard cover for $15.00.
Its current price of $18.95 is
remarkably low for a book of this nature today. The editor responsible for its revision is Stephen Otto, who obtained 60 new
illustrations, wrote a new section on early architects and builders
and corrected certain errors in Eric's text which recent information
has brought to light.
I

Our architectural achievements have garnered much greater recognition
than they had 22 years ago but it is curious that Eric, a New
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Zealander, should have been so immediately conscious of the character,
worth and interest of our city's buildings as soon as he hit Toronto
St. Paul is quoted as bragging that he was a "citizen
in the 1920's.
His city, Tarsus, today, "makes little or no
of no mean city".
appearance above the surface: and he left us with no idea of what it
looked like. Eric, in plagiarizing St. Paul's well-known boast, may
help to prevent this happening to Toronto for some centuries.

*|

. Historian member Michael Bliss was a stranger to the Club for the
first nine months of this year because he had to meet a deadline for
It's a history of Canadian business--all of Canadian
his next book.
was
being written with support from Manufacturers Life
business--and
On Sept. 2,
for publication in that firm's centennial year, 1987.
in the lap
manuscript
250,000
word
Michael dropped a five-Kilogram,
Club
for lunch
was
at
the
Stewart
and
&
(jof his editors at McClelland
the
title
May
under
next
be
published
Sthe next day. The book will
said
It's
Business.
of
Canadian
Northern Enterprise: Five Centuries
and
not
controversial,
opinionated,
to be comprehensive, balanced,
likely to please all reviewers. Michael has resume full-time
teaching in the University of Toronto History Department, but is
spending a lot more of his time loafing around the Club these days.
He thinks a professor's life isn't as hard as a writer's.
Among other books by Club members that are now on the market are:
Sacred Trust - Brian Mulroney and the Conservative Party in Power by
Maureen
member J.L. Granatstein, David Bercuson and William Young ...
Forrester's memoirs, Out of Character (she has been proposed for Club
The Best of Tom Thomson by recent member Joan Murray
membership) ...
...
G. Allan Burton's A Store of Memories, in which the former chairman of Simpsons writes of his career and the controversial takeover of
The Motor Boys in Ottawa, the
Simpsons by the Hudson's Bay Company ...
sixth volume of Hugh Hood's epic 12-volume series of novels
and Sandy Stewart's
documenting the last half of our century ...
Here's Looking at Us: a Personal History of Television in Canada.
Perhaps we should solve our Christmas shopping problems this year
There's no shortage of them.
by giving books by Club members.

*

OUR WORLD
OF ART
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. Member Evlyn Payton, who is also a member of one of our affiliated
Clubs, the Salmagundi in New York, was represented in a show there
It marked the 12th year
this summer with one of her silk screens.
that she has had work accepted by prestigious art groups in New York
...
Patricia Fairhead had an exhibit of west coast paintings at Simpson
and Ann Parsons James
House, Riverdale Farm, earlier this month ...
exhibited five of her paintings at the O'Keefe Centre in conjunction
A
with the opening in September of the Canadian opera season ...
number of artist members of the Club are represented in the 61st
Annual Exhibition of the Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour
being held in the John Black Aird Gallery at 800 Bay Street until Oct.
31 ...
Douglas Edwards will present a solo show of his portraits,
landscapes and cityscapes from Oct. 28 to Nov. 10 in three large
rooms at Cedar Ridge Creative Centre, 225 Confederation Drive,
Mackay Houstoun will have an exhibition at the Roberts
Scarborough ...
Gallery from Nov. 19 to 29 and will be represented in the Gallery's
'Artists' Choice' showing there from Jan. 21 to 31, together with a
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number of other Club members and their spouses ...
John McLean will
have an exhibition of new watercolours at the Art Dialogue Gallery,
80 Spadina Avenue from Nov. 27 to Dec. 13.
. Work selected for the Members' Small Painting Show is now on
exhibition at the Club until the end of the month. As usual, far
more paintings were submitted for judging than could be accommodated
on the walls.
The artists whose oils, watercolours, acrylics and
collages were accepted are:
Christopher Adeney, Franklin Arbuckle,
Geoffrey Armstrong, Alan Collier, Douglas Edwards, Patricia Fairhead,
Reginald Haist, Ann Parsons James, Peter Large, Gordon Laws, Audrey
Matheson, Conrad Mieschke, Evlyn Payton, Gordon Peters, Gerry Quinney,
O.K. Schenk, John Secord, William Sherman, James Small, John Snell,
James Spence, Bernice Starkman, Arthur Steven, Murray Stewart,
William Templeton, Les Tibbles, Ruth Tulving and Ron Vickers.
. If Christopher Adeney looks happier these days than usual it's
because he has been awarded a Canada Council grant. He received the
warming news while painting in the Canadian arctic.
. Charles Pachter led a Celebrity Walking Tour at Harbourfront on
Sept. 21.
Those attending had trivia contest forms on which to
enter answers they could discover while on the tour. A cheerful
photograph of a boutonniered Charles accompanied a news story in
The Toronto Sun.
Charles, of course, hasn't given up on art.
A recent headline act
at the Imperial Room of the Royal York Hotel featured Molly Johnson,
a Queen Street singer who is said to be the new Billie Holiday. The
stage setting consisted of paintings of Miss Johnson by Charles.
. The current issue of Artviews, published by Visual Arts Ontario,
featured a photograph of one of Geoffrey Armstrong's two studio
buildings.
He and Charles Pachter were quoted in the article about
the shortage of resident studios for artists and what were the
problems and solutions.
The same issue also mentioned the new artist-owned Gallery 306 at
80 Spadina Art Centre.
Five of the 17 owners are Club members:
Michael Crawford, Douglas Edwards, Charles Hilder, Vernon Mould and
Richard Nevitt. It opened on Sept. 25 and on Nov. 1 will feature
watercolour paintings by Michael from Aix-en-Provence, Grand Manan
and Ontario. The artist-owners of this co-operative venture would
welcome enquiries from Arts and Letters professionals who might be
interested in using or joining their no-commission gallery.
. The huge 1,500-square-foot mural, The Seven Lively Arts, that the
late York Wilson painted in the lobby of the O'Keefe Centre has been
given its first cleaning. In all, 19 specialists from across the
province were recruited and given four days to restore the work to
the way it looked when York completed it in 1960.
. The work of an early Club member is gaining increased attention.
William Morris (1871-1913) travelled extensively throughout the
west portraying the Canadian Plains Indian. His cryptic diaries
have been transcribed by the Royal Ontario Museum and form the
basis of a lecture to be delivered at the ROM on Nov. 6.

--
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. A recent exhibition at the Art Gallery of Ontario showed the work
of Charter Member George Reid (1860-1947), best known around the
Club for his mural of the Viking ship over the stage in the Great
Hall.
. Leon Katz has started something. We reported earlier that Leon
had hired a young artist to paint a mural on the side of his
building on Widmer and Adelaide Streets--his first such commission.
As a result, William Wrigley has received another outdoor
commission; it's on the corner of Church and Maitland Streets.

THE SKETCHES
IN THIS ISSUE

In early June, member James Small was the only passenger aboard the
212' supply ship 'Topsail Star' out of conception Bay, Nfld. It
was the summer fishing season and the ship sailed up the Labrador
coast unloading supplies, fishermen and fishing boats along the way.
The voyage lasted 10 days and Jim recorded the whole experience with
drawings, watercolour sketches, 35 mm slides, video tape camera and
an illustrated diary. The sketches in this issue are from that diary.

COMMENTS BY
CURATOR OF
CLUB COLLECTIONS

4I--

We are pleased to announce that the collection now includes a fine
work by Geoffrey Armstrong from his recent solo show at the Club.
'Visual Odyssey' is a splendid example of Geoff's portrayal of his
reactions to the landscape and environment.
A number of items surplus to our collection have been donated to the
Building Fund Auction including some Lismer cartoons which we hope
will attract considerable bidding activity.

GUEST NIGHT
REWARDING

Geoffrey Armstrong delighted an appreciative audience, on Sept. 17,
with one of the finest guest nights in Club history. His paintings
on the walls were enhanced by his unique style and his slides,
reflecting his skill as an architect, were anything but a mere
It was a superb presentation that far from
travelogue of Greece.
exhausting the patience of the viewers left them craving more!

NOBLESS OBLIGE

The Members' Dinner on Sept. 24 featured an entertaining stage
presentation written by james Spence and directed by Robert Christie.
Titled 'Noblesse Oblige', it concerned the chain reaction of events
set off by the decision of the Levellal Government of the Great
Sovereign Province of New Huronia to remove certain historic
honours from the legal profession. Jim described it as "an
instructive tableau vivant in which natural law and justice
triumph, and traditional order is restored to the realm."

*

There were two scenes.
The first was set in the City of
MacKenziegrad, the Peoples City on the Don, and the capital of
New Huronia. The second scene took place in People Park, the
seat of government in the Great Sovereign Province.
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It was enjoyable fun and good acting by Roger Yachetti, Jo Currie,
John Lytle, Cal Wilson, Ronald Rose, Ted Brock, Jim Spence, Sal
Nasello, David Fry and Peter Hart.
Stan King was at the piano and
Roly Pincoe managed behind the scenery.

SHAW FESTIVAL
EXCURSION

i

E

The weather was ominous, but spirits were high as a busload of
members and guests set out for the Shaw Festival on Sept. 27.
They
arrived in time for a matinee performance of Arms And The Man--a
G.B.S. favourite.
Judging from the after-show comments, the play
is still a hit. While some members strolled Niagara-on-the-Lake's
main street browsing in teh attractive shops, others reboarded the
bus for Sis Weld's summer home, where the party continued.
Then Sis showed us her home-to-be, a gorgeous white house set in
rolling land which looks like a movie set.
Back on the bus and
over to the Pillar and Post for a buffet dinner. Back to 14 Elm
before 11 p.m. Another great Club outing goes into the record
books, thanks to Ted Brock who put it all together.

MUSICAL EVENING

The first musical event of the current season, on Oct. 6, took the
form of a short, early concert followed by a buffet dinner.
Judging by the size of the audience and its enthusiasm, this format
might well be repeated.
It was given by a group of young people, performing under the name
'Les Amis', who have been working under the guidance of Club member
Michael Pepa. This concert was given in return for the use of the
Club for rehearsals.
The group was introduced by Club member Eugene Kash who has been
interested in it for some time and who expressed his great
admiration for their enthusiasm and dedication.
The program consisted of three works:
1. Introduction and Allegro, for harp and chamber ensemble by Ravel;
2. Nekvia, for string quartet by Michael Pepa;
3. Overture on Hebrew Themes, for string quartet with clarinet and
piano by Prokofiev.
The performance more than lived up to Mr. Kash's promise.
It was
excellent by any standard and amazing from such a youthful group.
They are to be heartily commended and we wish them every success!
The performers were:
Julie Umbrico - harp, Marina Piccinini - flute,
Julian Milkis - clarinet, Barry Shiffman - violin, Joanne Opgenorth
- violin, David Harding - viola, Jean Wilkinson - viola, Janet
Kuschak - cello, and Kent McWilliams - piano.

MINDS-ON-THE-MOVE

You'll want to mark these future Minds-on-the-Move luncheon dates
on your calendar:

--
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On Wed. Oct. 15, Geoffrey Butler, Manager of Thomson Hall and Massey
Hall, will speak on 'The Art of Hall Management'.
On Wed. Nov. 19, Herb Denton, the Canadian Bureau Chief of The
Washington Post, will be Peter Hermant's guest speaker.
On Wed. Dec. 10, member Paul Fleck, President of The Banff School of
Fine Arts, will speak on 'An arts view from Banff'.
And in January, date to be announced, Maureen Forrester.

JOHN SANDERSON

John Sanderson, a non-resident member living in Niagara-on-the-Lake,
passed away recently. By a prior request, no public announcement of
his death was made by his family.
John was a retired organist who received his early training at York
Minster. He served in the Royal Navy during World War II and then
studied at the Royal Academy of Music in London and later in Paris.
He toured extensively in the United Kingdom and on the continent as
a recitalist and made numerous broadcasts for the B.B.C. and European
networks.
He was a witty and eloquent speaker and was heard on many occasions
at the Club. When he introduced his friend Peter Ustinov at a Club
luncheon several years ago, many members thought he 'outUtinoved'
Ustinov himself.
He was also a frequent writer of letters to newspapers and was
included in The Globe and Mail's Shocked and Appalled volume of
memorable letters to that journal.
In his younger days John was clean-shaven but most members will
recall him for his luxuriant beard which resembled that of Bernard
Shaw. All will remember him for his skill as a raconteur and his
He was a member of the
inspired use of the English language.
Savage Club when he joined us in 1975.

BARKER FAIRLEY

One of the Club's most respected members, Barker Fairley died on
Oct. 11 at the age of 99.
He had been a member for many years and was a contemporary of the
The well-known Club photograph of the Group taken
Group of Seven.
In the words of Burton Richardson,
Barker.
included
by Arthur Goss
"In the A & L circle, he was a comrade-in-arms for the Group of
Seven in its conspiratorial phase in the Club's dingy quarters in the
old Adelaide Street East Court House."
Despite this association, he did not try his hand at painting until

1931 when he was 45.

But he soon established a reputation for his

composition and minimum monotones of colour. A solo exhibition of
his paintings was held at the Club in the 1970s.
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Barker was an international authority on Goethe and a professor of
German. Born in England and a graduate of the University of Leeds,
he went to Germany for his doctorate and lecutred there until 1910.
He was invited to join the University of Alberta and
lectured in
German until 1915 when he began a 17-year term at the University of
Toronto. He was also head of the German department at the University

I
.•

of Manchester

S

for

four

years before

returning

to the

University

of

Toronto where he remained until his retirement in 1957.

£-_----Barker was also a poet for a short period in the 1920s and in 1977
o
his 58 poems were published by the Yonge Street Press, a creation
c<ncePoN 63y NFla
of members William Sheldon and Burton Richardson. In 1984, at a
97th birthday luncheon for him at the Club, Barker recited many of
the poems from memory without any hesitation.
He was a co-founder of The Canadian Forum magazine and its editor
for seven years.
His daughter, Ann, has said of him "He went his own small way to
the end.
He did not toe the line for anyone."

ANDREW SASS-KORTSAK

A distinguished clinician and researcher at the Hospital for Sick
Children, Andrew Sass-Kortsak passed away a few days ago.
A quiet, friendly man with a warm smile, he was particularly
interested in New Members nights,
.
Dr. Sass-Kortsak received his medical and pediatrics training in
Budapest during the Second World War and his research in Switzerland resulted in his being invited to join the Hospital for Sick
Children in 1949.
He became an international authority on a rare
form of liver dysfunction known as Wilson's disease. He helped
establish an academic program at the University of Toronto that
focused on scientific medical research and in 1966 a position of
research professor in the Department of Pediatrics was created for
him.

ALL ABOUT
MEMBERS

. Now it's revealled:
Herbert Whittaker, former drama critic for
The globe and Mail, is very casual about expense accounts.
John
Fraser, in his new book Telling Tales, relates the frustration he
experienced when assigned to help Herbert complete an expense
account after a tour of East Europe. Herbert ran out of expense
money while on the trip and then began using his own money. "How
much of your own money did you use?" asked Fraser.
"None of your
business," replied Herbert.
. Elmer Phillips and three other songster-graduates of Victoria
College entertained alumni at the College's Sesquicentennial Dinner
at the Harbour Castle Hilton on Oct. 4. Under the name 'Bob
Quartet' they sang Gilbert and Sullivan pieces and songs of their
college days.
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. Gerard Kantarjian and fellow members of the Chamber Players of
Toronto have a fine series lined up for the 1986/87 season.
It
begins Oct. 21 and runs to April 24. Gerard is featured in
Vivaldi's 'four Seasons' on Dec. 4 and again on April 24 when
playing Tchaikovsky's 'Souvenir de Florence'.
Maureen Forrester
joins the Chamber Players on Nov. 21 in a program to honour the
International Year of Canadian Music.
. Ned Hanson's Toronto Boys' Choir begins its 1986/87 season on
Oct. 26 with a program titled 'Fanfare' and completes its fiveevening program on May 24 with a 'Salute to Gilbert and Sullivan'.
. David Ouchterlony and the Timothy Eaton Memorial Church Choir
School, a group of 39 boys and girls, returned home recently after
a two-week tour of England and Scotland during which they gave 10
performances. A recording of the choir at Salisbury Cathedral will
be available at the Church in time for Christmas giving or personal
purchase.
. Harry Ross has just returned from a trip to Warsaw, Poland, as the
only North American representative at The Third Round-Table Meeting
on Physico-Chemical and Structural Properties and Kinetics of
Reduction of Wustite and Magnetite. The number of participants was
limited to 25 individuals, and Harry was invited to present one of
On the way to and from Warsaw he was able to stay at
the papers.
the Savage Club in London.

€M•
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. Non-resident Paul Fleck, president of The Banff Centre (said to
be the best-appointed arts school in the country and on the level
of the Juilliard and Aspen schools) presided recently at a sodturning ceremony for a $10-million Jeanne and Peter Lougheed
Building that will house new photography, inter-arts and film and
video facilities.
. Actor Heath Lamberts will be appearing in a forthcoming Toronto
production of David Mamet's Pulitzer prize-winning play, Glengarry
Glen Ross.
It is being co-produced by the Toronto Free Theatre
and the Centrestage Company and will open on Nov. 6 at the Bathurst
Street Ehatre.
. A tribute dinner was held recently to honour Edmudn Bovey, the
retiring chairman of the Wellesley Hospital. Ed's work with the
hospital goes back to 1981.
Arnold Edinborough, as president of
the Council for Business and the Arts in Canada, was toastmaster,
and Lyman Henderson was one of the tribute speakers.
. The Architectural Conservancy of Toronto held a discussion
evening, Remembering Eric Arthur, on Sept. 24 of the conservation
work of the late Eric Arthur.
. Two of our members are regular contributors to The Imperial Oil
Review. In the summer issue, Jim Dingwall had an article about
research at Imperial, while Tom McNeely illustrated a story about
a trip through the Agawa Canyon. In the fall issue, Jim gave
personal insights into home life, and Tom illustrated an article
on hockey in Canada.
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. In early September, members might have been excused if they walked
right past 14 Elm. A film company rented the front of the building
and converted The Great Hall into the Huntley Hotel. The large sign
in the Lamps Room window was so realistic that a stranger actually
walked in and asked Erica for a room. Photographs in the Archives
Book are courtesy of Ted Brock.
. About 20 Club members attended the inaugural Toronto Arts Awards
on Sept. 25 at the Convention Centre.
This to-be-annual event
celebrates all the arts disciplines, much as our Club has been doing
for 78 years. Among the award recipients was Life Member Robertson
Davies, who was unable to attend as he was on a lecture tour of the
Scandinavian countries.
Club members on the Awards Foundation board
of directors are:
Louis Applebaum, Arthur Gelber, Charles Pachter
and Harriet Weld.
On Sept. 21 and 28, Harry Boyle was interviewed on CBC Radio's Fresh
Air. Harry told of the creation of such radio institutions as CBC
Wednesday Night, Assignment and Project.
Harry is this year's speaker on CBC Radio's Massey Lectures. Each
year since 1961, the CBC invites a noted scholar to deliver a series
of radio talks. Harry's talks are titled, 'Growing Up With Canada'
and deal with Canadian-American relations.
They will be broadcast on
the AM network Oct. 28 to 31 at 9:05 p.m.
. lain Scott is again delivering a fall series of lectures on opera
through the School of Continuing Studies at the University of
Toronto.
Other courses on opera will be given next spring.
. The current issue of The London Illustrated News lists the Ten
Best Clubs in London. Among the winners was the Chelsea Club, and
in the description, mention is made of its affiliation with our
Club.

GEORGE T. PEPALL
President 1942-1945

George Pepall's professional expertise was in the processing of
steel--not a bad quality in a Club President who served three
successive terms in the tempering years of the Second World War.
Born in Montreal and educated in Toronto, George joined Samuel and
Benjamin Ltd. in 1892; he was made a director in 1908 and became
vice-president in 1913--before vice-presidencies were handed out
with the rations. He was also president of the Wrought Iron Range
Company, forging kitchen stoves with the stamina of Sherman tanks.
George Pepall joined The Arts & Letters Club at Court Street in
1911 as a non-professional member, served us abley in the treasury
department and became the first wholly non-pro President in the
Club's history.
During his term of office, George was instrumental in organizing
the first Club history--The Story of the Club--for which he wrote
the foreword. He also donated the ceremonial punch bowl used by
the Club on festive occasions.

*
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Gus Bridle, the Club's Joycean chronicler, spoke of Pepall's "truant
streak...which made him more sensitive to the nuances of a fine poem
than to the dynamic qualities of Bessemer steel."

*

George died in 1955, and then-President Cleeve Horne wrote of him in
the Newsletter that "he regenerated every facet of the Club's
activities...it was his trong arm that so abley assisted in
quarrying the corner stone which now supports the very existence and
structure of this Club."

CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Anthony Adamson, Jack Carr (Membership), Bill Haehnel (Music), John
Morrow, Ray Peringer (Archives and other notes), David Skene-Melvin
(Library), John Snell (Curator), John Watson (Past President series).
Editor:
Howard Gerring. Your contributions are welcomed. Deadline
for the next issue:
the first Friday in December - Dec. 5.
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EXECUTIVE NOTES

1986

The Executive has recently adopted a policy that both incoming
professional members and members will be required to pay an initiation
fee of $300.00. This new policy will be effective April 1, 1987.
There are two reasons for the change. First, there has been a perception over the years that some people admitted to the professional
category have had marginal claim to that classification. This has
occurred because the proposers tried to do a favour to their nominees
by saving them the initiation fee. Extension of the initiation fee
should reduce this type of pressure.
Second, with the purchase of our own building, the Club now faces
more capital expenses. The purchase price of this building is being
provided by the Club's current members, but after that there will be
the ongoing cost of improvements to the building. It seems
appropriate that all future members of the Club should participate
in the Club's future capital costs and the entrance fee is one way
of doing so.
The change in policy is not meant to, nor will it, blur the distinction between the professional members and the resident members of
this Club. The professionals gain their stature by their
professional endeavours, not by virtue of the resident members paying
an entrance fee.
To continue to encourage younger professionals to join, it is proposed that the age limit for Junior Professional be raised from 30
to 35. Although this proposal has been accepted by the Executive,
it requires a By-law change which will have to be considered at the
General Meeting of the membership.
If need be, newly elected members (professional or otherwise) will
be able to pay the initiation fee in instalments.
. The Club has sent a letter of condolence to the parents of Edwin
Kasdan who died a few months ago under tragic circumstances. Ed
was an expert in ancient Roman history as well as a fund of general
knowledge.

I

THE HOUSE
COMMITTEE REPORT

. A review has been made of the food and operating costs of luncheon
service, and the House Committee, after consultation with the
Manager and the Executive Committee, is recommending the following
changes, effective January 5th:
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1. Individual menus will be provided and items will be listed a la
carte. The regular meal combinations will continue as before.
2. A 'Junior Buffet' will be served on Tuesdays, similar to the
former Monday buffet. The price will be $5.00, with dessert extra
if desired.
3.
Meal prices will increase by an average of .500.
a minimum meal charge of $3.00.

There will be

4. Members are requested to write their names and menu selections
on meal chits.
It is hoped that these changes will improve service and help cover
increased costs. The co-operation of all members is requested.
^/

.

To compensate for tax increases on beer, wine and liquor, the

"I^ House Committee reluctantly announces the first

price increase in

nearly three years: beer $2.00; liquor (mix included) $3.00; wine
(small glass) $2.00, (large glass) $4.00. Tickets will continue
to be available at five for $5.00.

. It has been suggested that luncheon service be extended to the
lounge. The House Committee has reported to the Executive that
.,. s-.-g this would not be feasible at this time without hiring more staff,
necessitating an increase in cost.
. The Great Hall and other rooms are available to members at a
reduced rate for private functions. A 35 per cent deposit is required at the time of booking.
. Visa and Mastercharge are now accepted for all fees and events.
MEMBERSHIP REPORT

The definition of a professional in our Constitution is useful,
broad and flexible. It is also open to wide interpretation.
Within the Membership committee, a sub-committee has been formed to
review the definition and to consult other Club members, in an
attempt to prepare guidelines for improved consistency in categorizing incoming professionals and members.

NEW MEMBERS

Anne Mirvish - Professional. Anne is an actress, sculptress,
painter, and a collector of false eyes! Her professional experience
has included stage and film.
Joyce Wieland, O.C. - Professional, is an internationally recognized
painter, muralist and as a film-maker. She will have a major retrospective at the Art Gallery of Ontario in the spring. Among the
films she has produced and directed is 'The Far Shore', a fictional
biography based on the life of Tom Thomson.
Mary-Jane Large - Member. Mary-Jane is a registered nurse, a
specialist in gerontology and currently is an administrator at a
home for the aged. She is interested in writing and art collecting.
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Ruby Mercer - Professional. Ruby is an editor, broadcaster and
author and is founder and Editor-in-chief of Opera Canada. She was
former lead soprano with the Metropolitan Opera and worked on a
variety of American and Canadian opera broadcasts including the Ruby
Mercer Show, Mr. & Mrs. Opera and Opera Time. Ruby is interested in
music of all kinds and painting with a special interest in the
living habits and customs of people from around the world.
Miriam Wolff Ross - Professional. Miriam is an actress, writer and
director who has spent 35 years in radio, TV, film and theatre. She
is currently directing wcrkshops for an Ontario gifted children's
program.
Laurence Earnest Coward - Member. Laurence is an actuary with
William M. Mercer Ltd. He is interested in the opera, symphony and
antique porcelain. He plays viola for the North York Symphony and
brings a special interest in chamber music to the Club.
Mary Tuck Corelli - Professional. Mary is an artist and teacher who,
she says, stems from a long line of artists, architects, priests and
deacons. She has over 20 years experience as a teacher and painter
with 16 years spent as a fashion illustrator at Simpsons and Morgans.
Mary is especially interested in the art activities of the Club and
lists her special hobbies as renovating old houses and designing
knitwear.
Ellen Treciokas - Non-Resident. Ellen is an artist and printmaker
from Ottawa. In the 1985 Toronto Outdoor Art Exhibition she was
judged best printmaker and best student in the show. Ellen has
worked as a museum designer, illustrator and as an assistant
professor at the University of Ottawa.
Eva and Edward Borins - Professionals. Booksellers since 1973,
they are co-owners of the three-store chain Edwards Books & Art.
Eva is particularly interested in collecting modern art and is
interested in fine art, music and ballet. Edward was a contributor
to the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, and author of Canada in
the Days of New France. He has been a history professor at the
University of Montreal and at Woburn Collegiate in Scarborough.
Eva and Edward are also unwilling experts on the legal problems
of keeping bookstores open on Sundays.
Philip MacKenzie - Professional. Philip has 45 years experience as
an ad agency art director. Currently retired, he is still active
as an advertising consultant. He is interested in painting and
expects to contribute to poster and painting exhibitions in the
Club.
Christina Massie - Non-Resident. Christina lives in Hamilton and is
vice-president of Globescope, an organization devoted to matching
world needs with world resources. She is a board member of the
Toronto Free Theatre and the women's committee of the Canadian Opera
Company.
Christina is interested in music and both the visual and
performing arts. A few years ago, she was featured on a half-hour
CBC TV program, simply entitled 'Christina'. For many years she
imported and bred Limousin cattle.
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THE CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS

The Christmas decorations this year reflect the efforts of Chris
Adeney, design; Mike Spence, lighting; and assembly by Roly Pincoe's
willing workers.

THE BUILDING
FUND CAMPAIGN

Those members who have not yet made
Fund Campaign can expect to receive
next two or three weeks from one of
Peter Large asks that they be given

SPRING SHOW

Anyone wanting to be involved in any way with the Spring Show-whether as writer, actor, designer, painter, etc., should get
in
touch with either Jim Morris: (485-5206) or John McKellar:
(947-5018). Newcomers welcome.

THE FIREPLACE IN
OPERATION AGAIN

For some time now, the fireplace in the Great Hall has been dark
and
forlorn. But no longer. And as a result three of our members
rate
very high with the Club manager these days--all because they
responded
to her appeal for wood. The good foresters are non-resident
Andre
Morin, who delivered a truckload (five face cords weighing 2,500
lbs.)
from his property in Meaford, and Brent Rowe and Cal Wilson who
brought in a load from Brent's farm. Think of them when you sit
before the fire.

COMING EVENTS

Wed.

FLOYD CHALMERS
HONOURED

Jan. 7

L

I

a commitment to the Building
a reminder by telephone in the
40 Club canvassers. Treasurer
a courteous hearing.

Guest night. A presentation of 'No Room at the Inn',
the Boar's Head entertainment by McGrath and Parr.

Fri. Jan.16

Members' Dinner.

Tue. Jan.20

Minds-on-the-Move with Maureen Forester.

Apr.26-May 2

Spring Revue (Sunday to Saturday).

A tribute to the late John Sanderson.

Life Member Floyd Chalmers was the Guest of Honour at the Members'
Dinner on November 14 to express warm appreciation for his
generous
contribution to the Club's Building Fund Campaign and the future
growth and success of the Club.
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Seated in the President's chair and wearing the burgundy and gold
robe of office, he had at the head table his daughter Joan and son
Wallace with his wife Clarise. Canadians in all parts of the
country owe a debt of gratitude to the Chalmers family for the
many contributions they have made to the cultural well being of
Canada.
The toast to Floyd, proposed by Lyman Henderson with a blend of wit
and sincerity, was heartily endorsed by all.
President David Franco then called upon Past President Kenneth
Jarvis to unveil the handsome bronze portrait of Floyd he created
and donated to the Club to recognize his contributions over the
years. The sculpture is now on display in the Lamps Room.

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT

In the previous Newsletter the Librarian stated that it is the
policy of the Club Library to collect a copy of every book by or
about a Club member. He neglected to add--and for this he offers
an apology to the painters and illustrators in the Club--that the
Library also wishes to have a copy of every book illustrated by a
member of the Club, whether it is internal decorations or
illustrations, dust jacket, or front panel of a paperback. In
this regard, the Library, in conjunction with the Club Archives,
would welcome the donation of original sketches, drawings,
paintings, etc., for such book and dust jacket illustrations.
It is hoped that at some future date an exhibition can be mounted
of 'book art' by Club members, consisting of books in dust jackets,
paperbacks with cover art, and books with internal decorations and
illustrations by Club members. Whether this goal can ever be
achieved depends on the strength of the Library's current holdings
and the degree of donations.
Magazines: The magazines in the Library are culled regularly. If
you want a particular issue, simply write your name on the cover
and the identified ones will be placed in the members' mail tray.
Other discarded issues are placed on the bench by the telephone in
the lower level for any Club member to take away.
On behalf of the Club, the Librarian wishes to thank the following
for their generous donations to the Club Library:
- Ian H. Fraser, President, Fraser Bros. Ltd., Montreal, for a copy
of the lavishly illustrated catalogue of the firm's sale of Canadian
art, October 23, 1986, in which works by many former and present
members of the Club were featured;
- David Ritchie for a copy of D & J Ritchie's catalogue of the
Club's highly successful fund-raising sale of art, October 24, 1986;
- Hugh Anson-Cartwright for a copy of his catalogue of Victorian &
Edwardian illustrated books from the collection of Sybille Pantazzi;

I

- Wentworth Walker for a copy of Lovat Dickson's splendid book, The
museum makers; the story of the Royal Ontario Museum, (Toronto:
Royal Ontario Museum; 1986);

j
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- Allan Burton for a copy of his entertaining memoir, A store of
memories, (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart; 1986);

i

- Raymond Peringer for a copy of J.L. Granatstein's Marlborough
marathon; one street against a developer, (Intro by Wm. Kilbourn.
Toronto: A.M. Hakkert and James Lewis & Samuel; 1971. (Case Studies
in Community Action)), a valuable item of Torontoniana. The
Library is especially grateful for copies of works by members
published before they joined the Club;
- Osvald Timmas for a copy of Aquarelle!; a history of The Canadian
Society of Painters in Water Colour 1925-1985, by Rebecca Sisler,
(Toronto: The Society; 1986), a book as finely produced as the works
of The Society's members;
- Claude Bissell for a copy of the second volume of his biography
of member Vincent Massey, The imperial Canadian; Vincent Massey in
office, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press; 1986), a worthy
successor to its predecessor, The young Vincent Massey.
The Library is deeply appreciative of these donations.
Those to-be-published authors among the Club's members are reminded
that the Lounge and Library make a suitable venue for a book
launching. The Club Manager will be pleased to discuss rental and
catering terms.
. John Holmes, now Counsellor at the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, recently prepared two long and personal insights
about the Canadian government's reaction to the British and French
intervention when Egypt seized control of the Suez Canal in 1956.
At that time, John was Canada's under-secretary of state in charge
of United Nations affairs. The two pieces appeared in The Globe
and Mail on October 25 to supplement a review of a new book on the
subject, Cutting the Lion's Tail: Suez Through Egyptian Eyes.
. A review in Books in Canada of the sixth in Hugh Hood's 12-volume
Snovel, The New Age--The Motor Boys in Ottawa--quotes Hugh as saying
:the saga is a gift from God, a work of genius that ranks with the
Ninth Symphony of Beethoven or Shakespeare's history plays. The
first draft of volume seven, Tony's Book, is finished, but he is
staying away from it for six months. Meanwhile, he is arranging
a first volume of his Complete Stories and will have a short novel
out in the Spring. He is also collaborating with his wife, artist
Noreen Mallory, on a commentary for a show of her paintings.
. Harry Campbell's Developing Public Library Systems and Services,
a guide to the organization of national and regional public library
systems, was first published in 1983 by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Now a new
edition has been published--this time in the Korean language.
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RARE AND
MEDIUM RARE
- WELL DONE!

The Literary Table was fortunate in having as guest speaker, at the
luncheon of December 2, Mr. Richard Landon, Head of the Thomas Fisher
Rare Books Library at the University of Toronto. In his extremely
well-informed and interesting talk, which he entitled ' Rare and
medium rare', he illustrated, by various examples chosen from Shakespeare's day to our own, some of the criteria used for identifying
the relative rarity of books. The samples he brought from the
Fisher Collection included a 'bad' quarto of Hamlet (in facsimile),
an early edition of Robert Burns, poems by the Brontes and Tennyson
and Ralph Connor's Black Rock. Each example provided a different
approach to the fascinating problem of what determines the 'value'
of a book. The members gathered in the Lamps Room indicated by the
warmth of their response a lively interest in Landon's presentation.

MUSIC NOTES

. The special feature of the Guest Night on November 18 was a short
recital by Joran Kolundzija, violin, and his sister Nada, piano, two
young Jugoslav artists who were in Toronto to perform under the
auspices of 'Les Amis', the group that provided our October
musicale.
The evening was chaired by Ted Brock who called upon Eugene Kash to
introduce the artists. The program consisted of two numbers--an
early Mozart sonata followed by a stunning performance of Bach's
Monumental Partita in D minor for solo violin.
In response to a standing ovation, the artists ended on a lighter
note with Fritz Kreisler's 'Schine Ros marin'.
. A special Fund Raising Musicale took place on November 26 in the
form of a musicale provided by three of our own members: Gerard
Kantarjian, violin, Robert Dodson, cello, and president David
Franco, piano.
The program consisted of two works, a Trio in G major by Haydn and
Beethoven's Trio in E flat Op.l, No.1. The finale of the Haydn was
a boisterous movement with a pronounced Hungarian flavour more
familiarly known as the 'Gypsy Rondo'. It was beautifully
performed at a breathtaking pace. The Beethoven, less well-known,
was more serious and gave a clear indication, at this very early
stage in the composer's career, of the great things to come.
As an added attraction, a wine bar, compliments of Hildebrand
Winery, was available throughout the evening and after the concert
we were treated to a most magnificent array of desserts provided by
our own staff. We should all be very thankful to David, Erica,
Wanda and all the rest of the staff for providing the perfect
ending to a marvellous evening.
* The Chamber Players of Toronto, with member Gerard Kantarjian as
concertmaster, delighted a wildly enthusiastic audience when it
presented the last of its subscription series concerts earlier
this month. Gerard's solo performances were especially appreciated
and encores were demanded.
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THE MYSTERY
OF THE PAINTING
IS SOLVED

Those members who attended the Club's Fund Raising Auction at David
Ritchie's gallery in October will remember the excitement as the
bidding for two paintings kept going up and up until they reached
sale prices of $23,000 and $16,000 respectively. The room was abuzz
as nearly everyone wondered who had donated them for the auction.
The answer is John and Maud McLean.
story behind their gift.

And there's an interesting

The painter of both works, Kathleen Moir Morris, is an elderly
woman living in Montreal. For years she has suffered from St.
Vitus' Dance, a disease causing severe shaking of almost the entire
body. Fortunately, when Kathleen Morris picks up a brush, the
spasms cease and she produces lovely canvases. These two paintings
were produced in 1924 and 1925. The night before the Club's auction,
a Morris painting sold in Montreal for $7,000 and another recently
sold in Toronto for $2,600.
|
Originally the paintings were owned by Jercy McRae, of Ottawa, a
cousin of Miss Morris, and it is not known whether he purchased themq
or received them as a wedding gift. Regardless, they were owned by
the family for many years.
Mr. McRae was also an uncle of John McLean and he adopted John, his
brother, and his sister when they lost their mother. When Mr.
McRae died in 1978 the paintings passed to John and his wife and
hung in their home until they donated them to the Club's auction.
Recently John said "If you are writing anything about this for the
Newsletter, please don't make us out to be 'heroes'. Maud and I
are delighted that the paintings sold so well."

TWO ENCHANTED
EVENINGS

The Club is fortunate to have Pat Fairhead as one of its first Lady
Professional members. She serves actively on committees and, with
her solo exhibition that opened on November 24 to an enthusiastic
throng of Club members and friends, she has made a vital, creative
contribution to the visual arts tradition here. Eight major
paintings were snapped up the first night--a record!
Guest Night, December 3rd, was another enchanted evening when, with
a superb slide presentation, she took members and guests to the west
coast of B.C. and the Queen Charlotte Islands, the geographical
inspiration for the paintings showing in the Great Hall and the
Lounge. Exploring with a canoe on her first trip and in a kayak
on the second expedition, she and a friend paddled through inlets
and seas beset by rapidly changing tides and waves. She made small
sketches, often on Japanese rice paper, on location, for later

0
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inspiration back at her studio in Toronto. Her finished paintings
were done without direct reference to these preliminary colour
studies that were put away in order to give her imagination free
reign. The results: pictures combining the best possible blend of
fine abstraction and highly personal, creative impressionism. Her
photographs of sea, inlets, mountains, ancient totem poles in
original forest surroundings, flowers, birds, fish, seals and
portraits were visual proof of her superb artistry in yet another
difficult medium.
OUR WORLD
OF ART

. The delightful pen and ink sketches in these pages are the recent
work of member Murray Stewart. He is one of several artists who
have responded to the editor's request for line art to enliven the
columns of The Newsletter. The contributions of other artist
members will appear in subsequent issues. The work of John Morrow,
which has appeared in many past issues, will be back again.
. The outdoor sketching trip on September 13 was, once again, to
Lake Scugog where Ted Brock and his mother, Helen, were hosts at
their cottage. A sizable group turned out for the event and they
were treated to an impromptu display of magic by Jack Prior to the
accompaniment of some of our witty members.
. The outdoor sketching weekend at Bancroft October 17-19 was
blessed with blue skies and fair weather. Early morning frost
afforded camera buffs with some beautifully textured shots while
the surrounding countryside gave artists a choice of hills, lakes,
rivers and farms.
Cocktails each evening sparked discussions of the day's adventures
and Saturday a fine array of work was displayed for all to see.
Later, slides were shown by Bert Small, a three-part synchronized
show accompanied by music of 1. his Labrador trip, 2. texture and
composition, and 3. his interpretations in watercolours of scenes
photographed; Chris Adeney's slides were of the high Arctic, many
of which were shot through an aircraft window and showed abstract
land patterns; Jack Carr took the group on a trip to Italy and
Greece.
Les Tibbles was congratulated by all for selecting good accommodation,
J tasty meals and ideal countryside.

i
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. The Annual Exhibition of Members Drawings will be juried and hung
on Saturday, January 3 beginning at 10 a.m. Each Club member may
submit four drawings which must be rendered in no more than two
colours. All submissions must be framed and wired for hanging and
delivered to the Club on or before 10 a.m. January 3. Entry forms
in triplicate will be available. Chris Adeney, Kathleen Kritzwiser
and Charles Pachter, with John Snell as alternative, make up the
jury.
. Four talented young artists were welcomed on November 3 by a
goodly number of enthusiastic members and guests. The occasion was
the opening of an exhibition of the work of these recently graduated
College of Art students who had earned the Arts and Letters Club
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special awards for excellence in the visual arts and
Junior Memberships in the Club. Their work was on view in the
Great Hall and
Lounge for three weeks.
Lisa Crouch was represented by some of her handsome illustrations
for leading publishers and clients. She creates her art
in a
fascinating blend of magic realism and surrealism with
a professional
command of various media.
Emmanuel Lopez, who also illustrates for distinguished
print and
television clients, primarily presented a selection of
his individualistic easel art supplemented with a few examples of
comparable
techniques applied to illustrations.
Roger Maurice paints exquisite little landscapes that shimmer
with
the sparkle and freshness of impressionism. His large
watercolour
of a village in high key, analogous colours was
an impressive work
of art.
Edward Shawcross does large, loose watercolours of buildings
and
interior scenes with figures. His flowing washes and
lines convey
the basics of his subject matter in a calligraphic,
spontaneous
style.
* Tom McNeely is one of the few artists in Canada with
a world market
for his illustrations. As an example, he has created
17 maps with
portraits and illustrations for The National Geographic
in recent
years. The series is entitled The Making of America
and the most
recent one in the current December issue visually interprets
the
Northern Plains with portraits of General Custer and Chief
Sitting
Bull.
He has just created a poster for an opera, Ghost Dance, commissioned
by Floyd Chalmers with the Libretto by Mavor Moore and the score by
Gregory Levin.
\

. Osvald Timmas, as President, gave an excellent welcoming
address
at the official opening on October 4 of the 61st Annual
Exhibition
of The Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour.
This
professionally juried show continued for the entire month
at the
John Black Aird Gallery.
Among the 59 artists represented were the following
A & L members:
Anthony Batten, Ray Cattell, John Inglis, William Sherman
and
Osvald Timmas. Our late Life Member Peter Haworth was also
represented and his spouse Bobs Haworth received the C.S.P.W.C.
Honour
Award. Osvald Timmas presented to our Library a copy
of the
Society's history, Aquarelle!, by Rebecca Sisler, that
was introduced at the opening.
. Charles Pachter "has kindly agreed to do the opening
show" when
the Alliance Francaise de Toronto opens its new building
at 24
Spaaina Avenue on January 8. Member Daniel Soha, executive
director of the Alliance, an 85-year-old French language
school
and cultural centre, has extended an invitation to members
to the
opening when the French Ambassador to Canada will be
in attendance.
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Charles was in the news again recently when he presented Zena Cherry
with a print of Noblesse Oblige, which depicts the Queen on mooseback. The event was an evening to honour The Globe and Mail's
society columnist and to raise money for a summer camp for children
who have cancer.
. An In Memorium exhibition of the work of the late Tony Wilch was
held at Exploration House on Birch Avenue from October 24 to
November 5. It was arranged by The Wildlife Gallery, which had
agreed to represent him shortly before his death, and it featured
landscapes, still lifes and animal art, some borrowed for the
occasion and some for sale.
. At Douglas Edwards' exhibition from October 28 to November 8 at
Cedar Ridge Creative Centre, Scarborough, viewers could see his
portraits in one room, his landscapes in another and his cityscapes
in yet another. A very comprehensive review of a talented young
realist's work.
- I
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. The opening of Mackay Houston's exhibition, New Horizons in Ontario,
at Roberts Gallery on November 18 was well-attended despite competition from an excellent musicale dinner at the Club. His large
canvases depicted landscapes, lakes and other scenes in an
impressionistic, yet more representational style than in the past.
. Maurice Snelgrove exhibited a selection of his drawings and
paintings on November 22 and 23 at Lester B. Pearson Collegiate in
Scarborough. This solo show highlighted his technical skill arising
from years as an art director and teacher. Subjects were far
ranging, from Newfoundland lobster coves to other interesting scenes.
. John McLean symbolically entitled his latest watercolour
exhibition as The Landscape Revisited. On view from November 27
to
December 13 at the Art Dialogue Gallery, 80 Spadina Avenue, his new
approach to the Canadian landscape was different and interesting--a
rearrangement of colours, shapes and horizons to create a contemporary impression of the Canadian scene.

L

. Guttorn Otto presented his latest paintings at an 'open house'
show on December 6-7 at 80 Lowther Avenue, Toronto, and on December
13-14 at R.R.3, Stouffville. His style is realistic impressionism,
using a strong brush and palette-knife technique in keeping with the
rugged Canadian scenes he cherishes so warmly.
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COMMENTS BY
CURATOR OF
CLUB COLLECTIONS

The collection of executive lists has been enriched by the addition
of a beautiful decorative list for 1984-85 by Rudi Stussi and a
striking design for 1986-87 by Charles Pachter. The Presidents'
portraits have been brought up-to-date with a fine, sensitive
portrayal of Ken Jarvis which captures his spirit beautifully.
This is the fifth time that Cleeve Horne has produced a portrait
which ties him with Al Collier for second place behind J.E. Sampson
who did seven. We are very grateful to all three artists for their
excellent work.

CURRENT CHUCKLE

Said the P.M., I've got what it takes
When I speak North America quakes
When I telephone Ronny
and say, hey nonny nonny!
He just breaks out in shingles and shakes

J. LORNE MCDOUGALL

Lorne McDougall, a non-resident Life Member of the Club, died last
month in Kingston. He was 87 and had been a member of the Club
for 56 years.
Mr. McDougall, an economics professor, had taught at Queen's
University for four decades before his retirement in 1966. He had
been a student at Queen's, then spent a year at the London School
of Economics where one of his professors was the famous political
scientist Harold Laski. He spent another year at Harvard University
before joining the University of Texas. Later he joined the
University of Toronto where he met and married Blossom Mackenzie,
the daughter of a mathematics professor. He then entered the
business world and for four years worked for a Toronto securities
firm. In 1931 he returned to Queen's.

q

He was a prolific author, writing numerous pamphlets and articles
on transportation and economics. His main work was a book,
Canadian Pacific, and two others on wage rates and foundations.
In retirement he taught at Queen's for several years as a lecturer,
served as a Kingston alderman for four years, and was a columnist
for the Whig-Standard until his death.
Mr. McDougall was seldom seen outdoors without his Queen's tam and
was a familiar sight on Kingston streets as he travelled about the
city on his bicycle.

ARCHIVES NOTES

1.

One of the many joys of being Club Archivist is not knowing which
day will bring a gem to our collection, but certain that someday
it will happen. During the past few months this serendipity has
occurred twice!
The first is a gift from Fergus Cronin. It's a one-page, handlettered petition from Club members to the Art Gallery of Toronto
(as the AGO then was) requesting that the Van Gogh exhibition then
in New York be brought to Toronto. Dated December 30, 1920, it
contains 29 signatures including those of: Vincent Massey, Lawren

*
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Harris, Arthur Lismer, J.E.H. MacDonald (who it seems did the
lettering), Frank Johnston, J.E. Sampson, Frederick Challener, Rufus
Hathaway, Ernest MacMillan and, note this, Barker Fairley (who died
just this past October). Ron Vickers has made a photograph of the
petition which will be framed and put on display, and the original
preserved. Thanks Fergus.
A thank you also to Doug Caswell for his welcome donation of a 1927
32-page booklet on Jasper National Park produced by the Canadian
National Railways as a promotion piece. It was designed and illustrated apparently completely by Club members. There are six colour
plates of park scenes by A.Y. Jackson, along with 23 drawings by
J.E.H. MacDonald, Frank Carmichael, A.J. Casson, and others unsigned.
This booklet is part of a series produced by both the CNR and CPR in
the 1920's. Gifts of copies of these items would also be most
welcome.
Continuing thanks to John Scott, Ron Vickers and Hugh Walker for
photographs of Club events. Special thanks to Ann Henderson, wife
of Lyman, and to Bill Townley for photographs of the Club visit to
the Shaw Festival in September. A montage of these is now in the
scrapbook.
ETTORE MAZZOLENI
President: 1945-47
L
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Born in Switzerland and educated in England, Ettore Mazzoleni became
a major figure in the development of musical education in Canada.
To his students he was Dr. Mazzoleni (usually mispronounced so that
it sounded like the name of the late Italian dictator), but to his
friends in the Arts & Letters Club he was simply 'Mazz'.
After taking a degree in English at Oxford, where he conducted the
Opera Theatre orchestra at the age of 21, Mazz came to Canada and
spent a number of years teaching English at Upper Canada College.
During the 'forties he acted as Associate Conductor of the Toronto
Symphony and was the first conductor of the Royal Conservatory
Opera School which provided a prolific talent pool for the
adolescent Canadian Opera Company.
Mazz made his most valuable contribution to the Canadian music scene
as Principal of the Conservatory during the period of its remarkable
growth from the mid-fifties to the late 'sixties. His career there
was briefly disturbed by a squabble that erupted with the proposed
splitting-off of the Faculty of Music from the School of Music. It
was during this difficult period that the players and the audience
rose spontaneously to cheer him at a Massey Hall concert of his
Royal Conservatory Orchestra and Chorus--as much to acknowledge
Mazz's personal popularity as to applaud his sensitive conducting
of Godfrey Ridout's new oratorio, 'Esther', set to biblical texts
compiled by member Herman Voaden.
Mazz joined the Club in 1938 and seven years later was elected to
the presidency. Along with his gifted associates, he helped to
revitalize the musical life of the Club after the war years. He
had a gift for irony, a malicious wit and a winsomely selfdeprecating manner. Tongue-in-cheek, he would complain that he
·
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never had time for haircuts and was often mistaken for a musician,
and he wryly admitted that his love for music was exceeded only by
his passion for NHL hockey!
At the peak of his career, Mazz was killed when struck by a car
while walking on the highway north of the city. The Toronto Star's
music critic, William Littler, wrote "...in him we lost a civilized
man of music." His presidential portrait, unique among the drawings
in the Lounge, is a collage by the late York Wilson.

ALL ABOUT
MEMBERS

. Mavor Moore, writer, playwright, actor and critic, won one of this
year's two $50,000 Molson Prizes for outstanding achievement in the
arts. The prize is awarded by the Canada Council.
. Heath Lamberts has been receiving good reviews for his role in the
Centre Stage/Free Theatre production of Glengarry Glen Ross. It is
a harsh, vulgar and brutalized play about real estate agents in
Chicago. However, the production has been so well received that it
has been extended until December 28.
. Another of our actor members, Tony Van Bridge, has been busy
performing in a television movie being shot at Upper Canada College.
The Prodigious Hickey is a comedy set in 1905 and is expected to be
seen in January on Global and PBS.
. Last month the Squires Club of Wellesley Hospital held its 12th
annual dinner at the Rosedale Golf Club. The club's purpose is to
perpetuate the principles of the "art of medicine" as taught and
practised by Club member Dr. Arthur H. Squires. He was physicianin-chief of Wellesley from 1960 to 1974 and remains active in the
hospital. Members of the club are patients, colleagues, friends
and former residents of Dr. Squires. Member Edmund Bovey is one
of the club's directors and a fund established by the directors
is used to bring a visiting professor who teaches at patients'
bedsides and other locations in the hospital.
1 . Arthur Gelber has been elected for a three-year term to the
S Stratford

Festival

Board of Governors.

. A pleasant, full-page photograph of Bill Sheldon appears in the
nM1985-86 annual report of Ryerson Polytechnical Institute. He is
pictured seated in a wheelchair to illustrate an article dealing
S with the philosophy of Ryerson's faculty of community services:
access and quality.
The same report identifies Lyman Henderson and Walter Pitman as two
of the individuals who recently received Ryerson's only honorary
award, the Ryerson Fellowship.
. The Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario has
appointed Peter Large as its General Secretary. Peter holds agricultural engineering and civil engineering degrees. One function
of his new position is the managing editorship of Engineering
Dimensions.
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. John Bradshaw, recently described as Canada's foremost horticulturalist, has had a unique rose named after him. It is a lowgrowing hybrid tea rose with a delightful fragrance and two-tone
pink petals. White Rose Nursery has it for sale.
. The December issue of the Canadian Opera Company News marked the
10th anniversary of the death of Dr. Herman Geiger-Torel with an
article describing his service as General Director of the Canadian
Opera Company. Two other Club members are mentioned, Nicholas
Goldschmidt and the late Healey Willan.
. Louis Applebaum's important role in the early days of the
Stratford Shakespearean Festival is described in the Winter 1986
issue of Opera Canada. A copy is in the magazine rack.
. Sue Polanyi, pianist and songwriter who joined the Club recently,
was having the time of her life as this Newsletter went to press:
she is in Stockholm to see her husband, John, inducted into the
world's most elite lifetime peerage as the Nobel chemistry winner.
They are involved in a week-long round of activity, including a
private banquet with the King of Sweden, dinners, luncheons and
receptions.
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CONTRIBUTORS
TO THIS ISSUE

Jack Carr (Membership), David Franco, Bill Haehnel (Music), Monty
Larkin (limerick), Gordon Laws, Bill Matheson (House), John Morrow
(Art), Ray Peringer (Archives), Bill Rogers (Literary Table), David
Skene-Melvin (Library), John Snell (Curator), Murray Stewart
(sketches), Wentworth Walker and John Watson (Past President series).
Editor: Howard Gerring. Your contributions are welcomed. Deadline
for the next issue: the first Friday in February - Feb. 6.
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